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ABSTRACT 

 

A language survey along the Wildeman River was conducted to determine what languages 
are spoken in each village, as well as the internal dialectology and language vitality of each 
of the languages encountered. Data were gathered through the use of wordlists, 
sociolinguistic questionnaires as well as informal observation. Some data from a previous 
survey on the neighboring Mapi River were also combined with the data gathered during the 
present survey. The results of the combined data indicate the team encountered two separate 
yet related Yaqay languages, and five separate yet related Awyu languages. While it appears 
that there is potential for development of each of these languages, further research is needed 
to get a more complete picture of the situation of these languages. 
 
 

0. INTRODUCTION 

 

This report summarizes the findings of a language survey done along the Wildeman, Obaa, and 
Pasue Rivers in a portion of Obaa Subdistrict (Merauke Regency),1 in southern Papua. The 
survey trip was conducted March 2–11 by Ron Kriens (SIL), Myo-sook Sohn (SIL), and Ron 
Baird (NTM). The purpose of the survey trip was to determine the language use in each of the 
villages in this area as a preliminary step to assessing the need for a language development 
program in the languages spoken there.2  
 
The research questions the survey team desired to answer were:  

 
1. What language is spoken in each village? 
2. What are the sociolinguistic dynamics of the speech communities such as language 

attitudes, use, stability, change, vitality, and dialectology? 

The methods used to answer the above research questions were to collect wordlists in each 
village to gain a preliminary picture of the relationship among the speech varieties encountered, 
and to conduct sociolinguistic interviews in each village to discover language vitality and the 
attitudes of the villagers towards their own language. The languages that were encountered 
during this survey were Awyu Nohon (Ethnologue code: [awj])3 and Yaqay [jaq]. 

 

 

                                                           
1 The term ‘regency’ is used to translate the Indonesian term kabupaten, and the term ‘district’ is used to translate 

the term kecamatan (or distrik). Indonesian provinces are divided administratively into regencies, which are further 

divided into districts. 
2 The data on the languages encountered during this survey will be processed more fully in future cluster report(s) 

after the entire area of these languages has been surveyed. 
3 The Ethnologue codes used in this report are from the 14th edition (Grimes 2000), the most current edition at the 

time of this survey. Between the 14th and 15th editions of Ethnologue, this code for Awyu Nohon was retired from 

use because the speech varieties denoted by the code were split into two separate languages: Central Awyu [awu] 

and Jair Awyu [awv]. This split came as a result of the data gathered from this and other surveys in this general area. 
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1. PREVIOUS WORK 

 

The area surveyed has a long history of work by the Catholic Church. Beginning in 1936, 
Catholic missionaries followed the Dutch colonial government into the Mapi and Obaa Rivers. 
The Catholic missionary with Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC), Peter W. Drabbe, 
produced quite a bit of material on both of these languages. In the Yaqay language, Drabbe has 
published a grammar (Drabbe 1954) and has some other material as well in the Catholic bishop’s 
library in Merauke.4 “Awyu” is also the name Drabbe gives to several other languages found 
along the Digul River (Drabbe 1957, Drabbe 1959). He refers to Wambon, Kaeti, and Aghu as 
dialects of Awyu. At the time of the present survey, these areas have yet to be surveyed, so it is 
not known for certain how these relate to the speech varieties mentioned in this report. Other 
than the work done by Catholic missionaries, there are no other known efforts to record the 
language of this area. 

 
Other Yaqay and Awyu-speaking villages have already been surveyed during a previous survey 
on the Mapi River, which was conducted in November 2000. For a full report on the Mapi River 
survey, see “Report on the Mapi River Survey South Coast of Irian Jaya” (Susanto 2004).  

 
 

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 
The Awyu people consider themselves one ethnic group, though they speak a number of closely 
related languages. In addition, there is a great deal of language “chaining” from one village to the 
next, which makes it difficult to define the boundaries between these languages. The 14th edition 
of Ethnologue classifies six languages as being Awyu (Trans-New Guinea, Main Section, 
Central and Western, Central and South New Guinea-Kutubuan, Central and South New Guinea, 
Awyu-Dumut, Awyu): Awyu Miaro [psa], Awyu Nohon [awj], Siagha-Yenimu [osr], Aghu 
[ahh], Tsakwambo [kvz], and Jair [yir]. It is believed that the Awyu villages that were visited 
during this survey are in the area that has been considered the Awyu Nohon-speaking area, but 
throughout this report the language name “Awyu” will be used. The survey team felt it was 
necessary to do a more complete survey of this area before making a decision on language 
boundaries and the most appropriate name for each Awyu language. 

 
The Yaqay people border the Awyu ethnic group to the west. A major town and government seat 
is located in their midst at Kepi. Their language is distinct from the Awyu peoples, but related to 
Warkay-Bipim [bgv] further north. 

 
A note on pronunciation: both Awyu and Yaqay have a predominance of stress on the final 
syllable of a word. Thus place names are pronounced Ketá, Kotúp, Nohón, Bagarám, Wanggaté, 
Kogó, and Rayám, among others. Also, the “q” in Yaqay and the “gh” in Aghu represent voiced 
velar fricatives. 

                                                           
4 These were made available for us to study and photocopy by the generosity of the Bishop of Merauke, Jacobus 

Duivenvort, also of MSC. 
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3. SURVEY AREA 

 

3.1 MAP OF SURVEY AREA
5
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 1. Obaa Subdistrict 

                                                           
5“Kotub” is a varient of “Kotup.” 
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3.2 TABLES OF VILLAGES 

 

In the following table, the villages are listed in the order they were visited, beginning in the north 
at Senggo, traveling south to Kepi, then back up the Pasue River and finally returning to Senggo 
at the end of the trip. The global positioning system (GPS) coordinates of Senggo and Kepi are 
included in table 1. These villages are access points to the region (via aviation) and also are 
centers of government, communications, and commerce. 

 

Table 1. Villages Visited 

Village Language(s) Population 
GPS Coordinates 

South East 

Citak-Mitak Subdistrict 

Senggo (survey start point) 1052# 5°41.164' 139°20.453' 
Keta Awyu      ~300 5°57.475' 139°30.398' 

Busiri Awyu 328 6°03.625' 139°23.388' 

Obaa Subdistrict 

Kotup Yaqay      ~400 6°22.213' 139°31.541' 
Wanggate Yaqay      ~300 6°32.218' 139°31.334' 

Kogo Yaqay 775 6°31.180' 139°24.800' 

Rayam Yaqay        604# 6°26.068' 139°22.736' 
Wairu II Yaqay 314 6°22.824' 139°21.644' 

Nohon Awyu        357# 6°21.943' 139°35.680' 

Taim (Pasue) Awyu        543# 6°19.285' 139°38.207' 
Bagaram I Awyu      ~400 6°16.616' 139°39.784' 

Kepi (capital of Obaa)        634# 6°32.542' 139°19.903' 

Total population of Awyu villages visited 1928  
Total population of Yaqay villages visited 1948 

Total population of all villages visited 3876 
#Indicates that population information is from government sources (Indonesian Government n.d.). 
~Indicates that the local source did not have access to exact information and he made an estimate 
All other population figures are from survey data. 

 

In addition to the villages in table 1 that were visited, we have included information about 
villages in the area that were not personally surveyed in table 2. These villages are added here in 
order to give a fuller understanding of the situation in Subdistrict Obaa, as well as the Awyu and 
Yaqay language areas. There were several reasons these villages were passed by. The survey 
team tried to gain access to one village but was unable due to grass blocking the river. Another 
village was deserted. The team was unaware that some villages existed until too late. Others 
were reported to have a dialect identical to a dialect already recorded. Several times the team 
made decisions to visit one village over another in order to conserve time and energy. Finally, 
some villages were passed by because they were located so close to a major government center 
that language was more likely to be mixed.  
 
Information on the villages that were not visited is included in table 2. All population figures in 
table 2 are from government sources (Indonesian Government n.d.). GPS coordinates, when 
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given in square brackets, are approximations based on older maps. Approximations followed by 
a question mark are even less reliable, but are given in hopes that this will aid locating them on a 
map and that the coordinates will eventually be corrected. 

 
Table 2. Other Villages in the Survey Area 

Village Language Population 
GPS Coordinates Reason not 

Visited South East 

Citak-Mitak Subdistrict 

Honya Awyu 131 [5°43'] [139°37'] unaware 

Haku Awyu           97 [5°43'] [139°36'] unaware 

Wonggi Awyu 218 [5°59'] [139°32'] economy 

Obaa Subdistrict 

Gauda Awyu 349 [6°13'] [139°19'] economy 

Menya Awyu 654 [6°16'] [139°33'] identical 

Toghom Patu Awyu 237 [6°17'] [139°28'] no access 

Kotiak Awyu 398 6°23.696' 139°37.329' economy 

Sepoh Awyu 321 6°13.313' 139°39.265' deserted 

Bagaram II Awyu * [6°05']? [139°45']? economy 

Piai Yaqay 525 [6°19'] [139°25'] unaware 

Kadam Oyin Yaqay       1005 [6°30'] [139°30'] economy 

Enem Yaqay 613 6°32.911' 139°24.129' economy 

Rep Yaqay 829 6°33.147' 139°23.730' economy 

Wairu I Yaqay         668** [6°24'] [139°17'] economy 

Moin Yaqay 832 6°29.239' 139°20.551' close to city 

Obaa Yaqay 813 [6°31'] [139°18'] close to city 

Toghom Yaqay 364 [6°30']? [139°13']? unaware 

Emete Yaqay 441 [6°32']? [139°13']? unaware 

Soba Yaqay 610 [6°40'] [139°20'] economy 

Mapi Bawah (Yamui) Yaqay 790 [6°38']? [139°28']? economy 

Aham Yaqay *** [6°40']? [139°15']? difficult access 

Katan Yaqay *** [6°43']? [139°15']? difficult access 

Yatan Yaqay *** [6°45']? [139°15']? difficult access 

*Population of Bagaram II may already be included in Bagaram I figures in table 1. 
**Includes population of Wairu II, 314 people. 
***No population figures available because these are considered subdivisions of officially 
recognized villages. 

 

 

4. OBSERVATIONS 

 
The Wildeman River runs southward from near Senggo in the north, eventually joining the Obaa 
River just south of Kepi. The river itself is mostly quite wide, but it has a very minimal current. 
It runs through a very low, swampy region in the north, so that there are no villages along the 
river. Rather, the people have found higher ground to the east and west of the main river and 
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have built villages there, on smaller tributaries to the Wildeman. South from the village of 
Kotup, there are high places nearer to the Wildeman. Because of the geographic situation and the 
lack of current, the river water looked relatively clear and clean during the survey trip. 

 
The lack of current in the Wildeman also contributes to an ongoing problem—the river tends to 
get blocked by “river grass.” River grass is a floating plant that grows to a height of about one 
meter above the surface. The root system grows to about one-half meter below the surface of the 
water. It grows thickly almost everywhere along the banks and in some places entirely closes off 
the river. Between Kotup village and the Obaa River, the survey team encountered eight 
blockages where they were forced to stop the engine and spend 5–20 minutes each time pushing, 
pulling, and clawing their way through the grass. 

 

What follows is a general overview of the demographic information and non-linguistic 
observations made by the team during the survey trip. It is hoped that this information will be 
useful in the future for those who wish to travel to this region to visit, work, or live. Possible 
community development needs within this area can also be inferred from these observations. 

 
The survey team collected information listed below primarily through observations and made a 
short questionnaire specifically for the governmental leader of each village. For an English 
translation of the community leader questionnaire, see  Appendix A.  

 
 

4.1 BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

 
The population of Subdistrict Obaa is approximately 15,323 people living in 27 villages. There 
are about 2,956 heads of household (Indonesian Government n.d.). 
 
 
4.2 COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRICITY 

 

There is no telephone service in the entire area surveyed, with the exception of a private satellite 
phone in Senggo. There are at least two single-side band radios (SSBs), one at the airport in Kepi 
and the other at the mission hospital in Senggo. Kepi and Senggo are served by the national 
electric company (PLN) from about dusk until 10:00 p.m. or midnight. 

 
 

4.3 TRANSPORTATION 

 
4.3.1 Land Transportation 

 

There are a number of privately owned motorcycles in Kepi. Besides this, the only means of land 
transportation is walking. A logging road was built from Mur (Nambioman Bapai Subdistrict), 
on the lower Mapi River, to Kepi, but the company’s vehicles have all been removed. 
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4.3.2 Water Transportation 

 

The team used a dugout canoe with a 25 hp outboard motor owned by one of the team members 
and already located in Senggo. However, chartering a boat locally would have been another 
possibility, judging by the amount of motors the survey team saw there. Fuel also was in good 
supply, even gasoline, though most locals on the south coast prefer using kerosene engines. A 
reasonable price for chartering boat, motor, and driver seems to be $156 per day, not including 
fuel. The team began from the subdistrict capital of Senggo and traveled south nearly a full day 
to reach the first village on our itinerary. A trip by boat from Merauke to Senggo would take 4–6 
days. 

 
4.3.3 Air Transportation 

 
There is an excellent airstrip in Senggo and another in Kepi. Both are quite long (600 meters?) 
and both are served weekly by Merpati Airline’s Twin Otter to and from Merauke. However, 
reliability is low and waiting times are long (one month) for a seat. Additionally, the new asphalt 
paving on Kepi’s runway was applied too thinly. It is breaking up, and the airport was closed (at 
the time of this survey) until repairs can be made. 

 
Reliable air transportation is available through Missionary Aviation Fellowship (MAF). MAF 
has a floatplane based at Boma and is planning to base an amphibious Cessna (eventually a 
Caravan) in Merauke in the near future (March 2002). To use the floatplane, it is necessary to 
take a wheel plane to Boma and then change planes. The survey team has taken the floatplane 
both to Senggo and from Kepi, and, though the team experienced some delays in Boma, it beats 
all the alternatives. 

 
 

4.4 HEALTH AND MEDICAL 

 
The greatest health problem along the Wildeman River is undoubtedly the same as the one that 
the rest of the developing world struggles with—the lack of a reliable source of clean water. In 
each village the team was told that people draw water from a well, but they did not have time and 
opportunity to check the sanitary conditions surrounding the wells. Typically, water sources are 
not carefully guarded, though people do seem to boil their water, at least for guests. Other 
responses given for water sources included rainwater (4 responses), river water (3), springs (3), 
swamp water (1), and small streams (1). Very few toilets were reported. 
 
When asked about availability of food for the inhabitants, most villages responded that they had 
plenty (6/10). Firm responses from the majority gave an interesting context for the minority who 
complained about a lack of food. When pressed, the minority agreed that there is indeed enough 
food “out there” but that the necessary food is not always easily accessible. Also, on a number of 
occasions the local people stated that there is often not enough food surplus to sell for cash to 
buy other basic necessities.  
 

                                                           
6 In Indonesian currency, this is 150,000 rupiah. At the time of the survey, one US dollar equaled about 9,800 

rupiah. 
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In general, these people depend on the environment to produce what they need (fish and game), 
but they also plant crops, especially perennials such as coconut, sago and banana trees. One 
village leader observed that food was available, but the manpower necessary to gather it was not. 
Many were out of the area gathering eaglewood, which is used to make incense. He felt this was 
ruining the village. (see section 4.5). 
 
There were a number of health workers in the villages that were visited. These workers were 
supplemented by more complete services at either end of the Wildeman, in Senggo and Kepi. 
Senggo has a mission hospital which had a doctor until recently, while Kepi has a government-
run health clinic. Most of the villages have either a midwife or a village medical worker assigned 
to them, though they are frequently away in Senggo or Kepi. They have the excuse that they 
need to go and pick up medicines or their wages. If there are no medicines to be had, they stay 
and wait indefinitely. Sometimes they never come back, as was reported in Wanggate. They 
cannot be fired, and their wages are not docked. Sometimes they are not replaced by the 
government for years. Whether or not a midwife or village medical worker will stay depends on 
if they feel at home in that village. They stay on if they originate from that village or a 
neighboring village, or if they marry into the ethnic group.  
 
Most villages along the survey route also have from one to three traditional healers who use 
traditional plants and cures. These seem to be the first line of help for relief from not only 
physical ailments, but also for the healing of afflictions derived from spiritual forces. 
 
The leaders of these ten villages had no problem enumerating their health problems. The 
ailments they named as either most common, or most serious (the questionnaire is not clear) 
were malaria (9), leprosy (5), tuberculosis (4), stomach problems (4), coughing (3), vomiting and 
diarrhea (3), rheumatism (3), skin disease (3), dysentery (2), filariasis (2), cancer (2), typhoid, as 
well as sore back, headache, colds, lameness, and boils. 
 

 

4.5 LIVELIHOOD, ECONOMY, AND INFLUENCE OF 'OUTSIDERS' 

 
The main source of livelihood is traditional hunting and gathering. People mostly eat sago or rice 
with fish that they get from the river. In addition, people are becoming more agricultural, 
especially planting long-term crops like coconut, bananas and other fruit trees, and tubers. 
 
There is no large-scale business that functions as an employer, but in almost all villages the team 
was told that large numbers of villagers were in the Eci area searching for eaglewood, which can 
bring a very high price if the quality is good. This has led to a significant increase in purchasing 
power in some of the villages, to the point where the team began adding questions to the 
questionnaire: how many generators / chainsaws / boat motors are there in this village? 
Although the team was glad to see people putting their money into items having long-term 
benefits, it may also be a good indicator of social disintegration and change. The villages having 
these modern items also reported having more residents absent from the village in search of 
eaglewood. Unfortunately, the search for eaglewood seems to be leading to greater social 
disintegration and dysfunctional villages. In Wanggate, the village was populated only by 
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women, children, and a few older men. On the Mapi River, all the teachers in one village had 
gone to seek their fortune, and there had been no school for four years. 
 
At the subdistrict capitals (Senggo is the capital of Citak-Mitak Subdistrict and Kepi is the 
capital of Obaa), the team found a number of small stores. These stores had canned and other 
packaged foods, bottled water, household items, drinks, and school supplies available. Busiri was 
the only other village that had a store.  
 
 
4.6 RELIGIOUS SITUATION 

 
The predominant religions practiced in this region are Roman Catholic and Protestant 
Christianity among the indigenous population, and Islam among the immigrants who come from 
other parts of Indonesia (immigrants are concentrated in Kepi, which has a mosque, and in 
Senggo). There is probably a strong mixture of traditional animism in all of these because church 
leadership has a heavy work load, and the time they can give to instruction is limited, though the 
people denied that traditional religion was at all practiced.7 
 
Every village visited had at least one church. The majority of the population in this area are 
members of the Catholic Church. Nohon is a totally Protestant village, having both an 
Evangelical and a Pentecostal church. Keta and Busiri each had just a handful of Protestants, 
while Kotup and Taim were roughly half and half. 
 
 
4.7 EDUCATION 

 
The survey team obtained specific information about education from school questionnaires. See  
Appendix B for an English translation of the school questionnaire that was used during this 
survey trip. Of the ten villages that were visited, only five had teachers available to be 
interviewed. It appears that teachers frequently have a problem staying at their posts.  
 
Every village has an elementary school, and children of school age typically enter school. There 
are middle schools in Kepi and Senggo. Only a very small percentage of students graduate each 
year from the elementary schools and go on to middle school. Of those who finish middle school, 
an even smaller number go on to high school, from which only a very few ever graduate. There 
is a new high school in Kepi that serves those coming up from middle schools in Kepi and 
Senggo, though in at least one village, Merauke was still mentioned as the place to go for high 
school. 
 
Regarding higher or theological education, Catholics referred to Jayapura or Abepura and 
Ambon as possible places to go. Protestants mentioned Merauke and Manokwari as options. 
 

                                                           
7 This may have been due to the way the questions were worded. Others have had better success at getting more 

detailed information about traditional influences in daily beliefs. 
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4.7.1 Registration by Grade 
 

The following chart summarizes the number of students that are registered for each grade. Note 
that attendance may vary from the registration figures given. 

 
Table 3. Public School Registration 

 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 

Busiri 33 20 25 10 10 6 104 

Kotup 15 20 9 12 6 10 72 

Nohon 17 15 8 6 7 12 65 

Taim 34 27 6 11 8 8 94 

Kogo 41 20 19 11 12 10 113 

Total 140 102 67 50 43 46 448 

 

4.7.2 Language Use in School 
 

The following table shows the answers teachers gave to various questions regarding language 
use in school. 

 
Table 4. Language Use in Elementary Schools 

Question 

 

Village 

Language 

of 

Instruction 

Language Used 

During Play at 

School 

Can First Graders 

Speak and 

Understand 

Indonesian? 

Length of Time 

until Fluent in 

Indonesian 

Busiri Indonesian Indonesian yes NA 

Kotup Indonesian Indonesian and 
vernacular 

classes 1–2 need help 2–3 years 

Nohon Indonesian Indonesian and 
vernacular 

yes NA 

Taim Indonesian Indonesian and 
vernacular 

class 1 needs some 
help 

1 year 

Kogo Indonesian Indonesian and 
vernacular 

yes NA 

Wanggate Indonesian Indonesian and 
vernacular 

yes NA 

 
This table shows that, although the primary language of instruction is Indonesian, children in 
some villages need explanation in the vernacular language in the first grade or two. Also, the 
children use a mixture of national and vernacular language during playtimes. Nevertheless, every 
teacher told us that the people were proud of their own language. 
 
In the majority of responding villages, the children had no problems with transitioning to 
Indonesian in the classroom. Though each teacher probably has varying standards of what it 
means to comprehend or speak Indonesian, it may safely be said that villages where transition 
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time is needed (Kotup and Taim) may reflect the lack of use of Indonesian in the home and/or 
the use of a different register (formal Indonesian) in school. 
 
 
5. GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
5.1 PROCEDURE 

 
Group questionnaires were administered in each village by one of the team members. See  
Appendix C for an English translation of the community group questionnaire. The questions 
were put to groups ranging from about one-half dozen to two dozen villagers. The interviewer 
was advised to encourage each of the villagers to participate, but typically the conversation was 
dominated by only a few people. The questionnaire took from one to one and one-half hours to 
complete. 

 
5.2 RESULTS 

 

5.2.1 Demography 

 

The table below shows the basic demography of each village, with number of heads of household 
and total population. The two columns on the right show both those who are from other ethnic 
groups and living in the village for any reason as well as those who have married in and live in 
the village. At times, the answer seems to have included those who married people from other 
ethnic groups and are living outside the ethnic group area as well. 
 

Table 5. Village Demographics 

Village 
Heads of 

Household 
Population 

People from 

Other Ethnic 

Groups 

Married People 

from Other 

Ethnic Groups 

Busiri 75 328 Central Java, 
Dobo 

Toraja, Java, 
Citak, Muyu, 
Yaqay, Dobo 

Keta 51      300+ none none 

Wonggi 

(Kie) 

    ~50      300+ none none 

Kotup - 400+ Awyu, East Nusa 
Tenggara (NTT) 

Asmat, Citak 

Rayam 97 400+ none Awyu, Muyu 

Nohon       55# 357# none none 

Taim       91# 543# Awyu Yaqay 

Bagaram I 80 400 none Toraja 

Kogo      222 774 NTT none 

Wanggate 70 300+ Kei Awyu 
# Figures from government sources (Indonesian Government n.d.). 
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5.2.2 Development 
 
According to the reported data, the subdistrict head for each of the two subdistricts surveyed are 
both Ambonese. In general, leadership (religious, civil, traditional) in each village that was 
visited is from within the ethnic group, except for teachers and school principals. Wanggate, 
Kotup, and Nohon each had principals from within the ethnic group or village. Bagaram I had 
the distinction of having a village leader from the Muyu ethnic group, a man who had married in 
and lived there for a long time. He was reported to be able to understand the language, but not 
speak it. 
 
All villages reported that their change of leadership was by election.  
 

With regard to physical health, all those answering reported that the people seek professional 
medical help (doctor, clinic, village medical worker, etc.) when it is available. For “possession 
by spirit,” however, the majority responded that they go to a traditional healer. In two villages, 
Busiri and Kogo, prayer was given as a solution to this kind of problem, though in the former, 
they acknowledged that if prayer did not help, they would try the traditional approach. In Nohon, 
they said that possession by spirit had never happened before. 
 
Only one of the villages has a special development committee, though it was not clear exactly 
what they had done. In general, development is organized by the village officials. 
 
There are no natural phenomena that inhibit transportation to nearby villages; rather, flooding 
actually reduces distance by enabling short cuts over and across the numerous oxbows in some 
of the tributaries to the upper Wildeman River. 
 
5.2.3 Language Use 

 

The majority of people in this area speak at least some “Indonesian.” Those who are educated 
speak a variety closer to the national standard, which is what is taught in the schools. Many 
others speak a dialect of Papuan Malay, which is still commonly referred to as “Indonesian.” 
Standard Indonesian and Papuan Malay are not distinguished in the language use in table 6. 
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Table 6. Language Use by Domain 

Village 

 

 

 

Domain K
et

a
 

B
u

si
ri

 

K
o

tu
p

 

N
o

h
o

n
 

T
a

im
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a

g
a

ra
m

 I
 

W
a

n
g

g
a

te
 

K
o

g
o

 

R
a

y
a

m
 

W
a

ir
u

 I
I 

Home B B B V B B B B B B 

With Friends B B B V B V B B B B 

Garden B B V V V V B V V V 

Market N N N N N N N B N B 

Clinic N N N N N N N N N B 

School Recess B* V B B B B B B B - 

School Instruction N V B N B B N N N - 

School Explanation N N N N N N N N N - 

Feast V V V V V B V V B V 

Announcements V B B B - B N B B B 

Meetings B B B B B B B B B B 

Public Prayer N N B B B N - N N B 

Worship N N B B - - B N N N 

Sing Hymns N B B B B* B B B B B 

Preaching B B B B N B B B N B 
*Comment: “some have forgotten (the vernacular language)” 

N = National (Indonesian)      V = Vernacular      B = Both (Indonesian and vernacular) 

 
Table 6 shows that bilingualism is spread across a broad sweep of domains. About half the boxes 
above contain a “B,” indicating both the national (N) and the vernacular (V) are used in that 
domain. Of the remainder, two-thirds are “N,” and one third are “V.” This does not necessarily 
indicate that the vernacular is losing to the national language, only that the domains surveyed 
reflect this distribution. In general, it can be said that vernacular language use is reserved for 
communication within the group. This is typified by the dominance of vernacular for language 
used in the gardens and used during a “feast.” Most respondents stated that only the vernacular is 
used then. The national language predominates in contact with the outside world and institutions 
brought in by the outside world: the government and its programs (schools, clinics, market), and 
also church life. 
 
5.2.4 Language Change 
 
The reported language usage among young people was very similar in all the villages. The data 
relating to factors that influence language change is listed in table 7.  
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Table 7. Factors Influencing Language Change 

Question 

 

Village 

Young people 

mix vernacular 

with Indonesian? 

Is that 

good? 
Why? 

Keta yes no old people can’t understand 

Busiri yes neutral  

Kotup yes yes no problem; all are fine 

Nohon yes neutral since they have been taught 2 
languages, let them use 2 languages. 

Taim yes yes it’s the every day language 

Bagaram I yes yes value Indonesian more because 
there’s a greater need to know it 

Wanggate yes yes no problem; communication is the 
important thing 

Kogo yes yes it’s just normal 

Rayam yes neutral  

Wairu II yes neutral  

 
All villages reported that the young people mix the vernacular language with the national 
language. There was very little opposition to this trend. Even the one negative reaction was 
based on the needs of older people, a need which will itself necessarily expire with time. The 
consistency of laissez faire attitude and the lack of concern regarding vitality of the mother 
tongue were surprising. Even the rationale of needing to know the national language in order to 
have a better life was barely touched on in the answers. 

 

Regarding use of Indonesian, every village responding claimed that they use it every day. As to 
who uses the Indonesian language best, one village said that all are the same, but the rest all said 
that young people use it best. Even in one village where there had been no school for five years, 
they said the young spoke the best Indonesian. When asked how that could be, they said because 
they hear their parents using it, they hear it in church, at meetings, and in the community in 
general. One village mentioned that it was the children who go to school who use the best 
Indonesian, and the team also heard the comment that it was due to the “influence of teeth” (or 
rather lack of them!). 
 
5.2.5 Language Preservation 

 

There are a number of factors influencing language preservation. Two of these factors are 
marriage to outsiders and loss of students to the city life. Data relating to these two factors is 
listed in table 8.  
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Table 8. Marriage to Outsiders and Loss of Students to City Life 

Question 

Village 

Marry which 

ethnic groups? 

Marriage 

restrictions? 

Graduates stay in city? 

Why? 

Keta Yaqay cultural no: - 

Busiri Citak, Muyu, Java, 
Toraja, Dobo, Yaqay 

no yes: trying to get jobs (none 
successful) 

Kotup - - no: no money to continue; 
failed civil service exam 

Nohon - no yes: want to continue but 
without funds, they drop out 

Taim Yaqay no no: ran out of money 

Bagaram I - no no: disappointed 

Wanggate Awyu no some: most have returned; 
want to continue but no money 

Kogo - no no: “I tested several times and 
failed, so I came back to the 
village.” 

Rayam Awyu, Muyu no -  

Wairu II Asmat no yes: some have jobs, others 
have returned 

 
Although people most frequently marry within the group, there are no restrictions on whom one 
may marry, and so there are people who have married out. The team asked, which ethnic group 

had married in or to which ethnic group villagers had married out. The most frequent answer for 
the Yaqay was Awyu, and for the Awyu, Yaqay. The surprising thing in this area was that four 
villages claimed that no one had married in or out. 
 
The city life was generally reported as unable to keep a hold on the young people. The main 
reason given was economic: failure to pass the civil service exams, or lack of funds to continue 
schooling. Only one village reported that some of their young people had gotten jobs in the city. 
Without a job or money, one cannot live in the city, while in the village these same people have 
land rights. A secondary factor that was heard on other surveys—that young people still have 
bonds to their home village—may have been present but was never expressed. 
 
Another factor influencing language preservation is the presence of immigrants living among 
them (and language use relating to these immigrants). Relevant data relating to immigrants in 
each village is displayed in table 9.  
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Table 9. Immigrants 

Question 

 

 

Village 

Number of 

immigrants 

 

Why here? 

Where 

from? 

Language 

used to 

talk with 

them 

They 

learning 

vernacular? 

Is that good?  

Why? 

Keta none — — — — 

Busiri 2: marry Java, 
Maluku 

both can under-
stand it, give 
short answers 

it’s all the same 

Kotup 2: marry Awyu vernacular some can 
answer, some 
can’t 

yes: because they 
have married in here 

Nohon none Yaqay both can hear and 
understand 

yes: accommodate 
oneself to the location 

Taim 2: marry Yaqay vernacular, 
Yaqay 

yes yes: it’s the husband’s 
language, to honor 
him, it’s cultural 

Bagaram I 1: teach, 
then married 
in 

Toraja vernacular can 
understand, 
not answer 

yes: so he won’t feel 
left out or doubtful 
when we talk 

Wanggate 1: teach Kei Indonesian yes doesn’t matter; up to 
them: 

Kogo 1: teach NTT Indonesian yes, but newly 
arrived 

yes: so we can chat 
with him 

Rayam 3: marry Awyu, 
Muyu 

Indonesian can under-
stand 

it’s all the same 

Wairu II 1: marry NTT both yes yes: wants to fit into 
the culture and 
language here 

 
All except two villages had at least some immigrants from other parts of Indonesia living in the 
midst of the people. Most are married into the village, and about two-thirds of these are Papuans. 
Less than half the villages reported teachers from other language groups. Most villages reported 
that immigrants were learning the local language, though three responding groups again took a 
very neutral attitude toward the idea. Those who have married-in, i.e., have a long term 
commitment to living there, seem to be expected to learn the language, while those who are there 
to work do not have that expectation. Typically, outsiders develop some ability to comprehend 
spoken language, but only rarely are they able to reply in the vernacular language. 
 
5.2.6 Reported Similarity and Intercomprehension 

 

Table 10 displays the data collected regarding perceived similarity of the speech varieties used in 
neighboring villages. Three questions were asked to assess their perceptions: 1) In what village 

do they speak exactly the same language as here? 2) In what village do they speak a slightly 

different language, and 3) In what village do they speak a language that you cannot understand 

at all?  
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Table 10. Similarity of Speech Varieties
a
 

 Village 

surveyed 

Reported village 

with exact same 

language 

Reported village with slightly 

different language 

Reported village 

with language not 

understood 

A
w

y
u

 

Keta Haku, Wonggi  Kotiak, Menya, Nohon, all Mapi 
River dialectsb  

Boma, Busiri, 
Gauda, Miaro  

Busiri Gauda Bagaram, Bifo, Feta, Keta, 
Kotiak, Menya, Nohon, Pasir 
Putih, Sepo, Taim, Wonggi, 

Yesimu 

Tohon Patu 

Nohon Menya Feta, Haku, Honya, Keta, Sepo, 
Kotiak, Taim, Wonggi, (Mapi 

River dialects: Yare, Sufio, 
Hamko, Ikisi, Somi, Sarbu, 
Sohokanggo, Gaa, Kowo) 

Busiri, Gauda, Gayu, 
Hellu, Kaime, Tohon 

Patu  

Taim Kotiak Boma, Gaa, Hamko, Ikisi, Kowo, 
Sarbu, Sohokanggo, Sufio, Yare, 

all other Pasue River dialects 

Gayu, Hellu, and all 
Digul River dialects 

Bagaram I Kowo I Boma, Somi, all Mapi River 
dialects down to Gayu,c all Pasue 

River dialects 

Baitate, Gayu, Kaime, 
Miaro, all dialects of 

Asue Kondu Subdistrict 

Y
a

q
a

y
 

Kotup Piai Dagemon, Emete, Enem, Kadam, 
Kepi, Kogo, Moin, Rayam, Rep, 

Soba, Toghom, Wairu, 
Wanggate, Yamui 

Aham, Katan, 
Linggua, Mur, Yatan 

Wanggate (none) Kadam, Kotup, Piai Aham, Katan, 
Linggua, Manana, 

Mur, Yatan 

Kogo Dagaimon, Enem, 
Kadam, Moin, 
Rep, Rayam, 

Soba, Wanggate  

Kotup, Piai, Wairu Aham, Ima, Katan, 
Kogoyaman, 

Linggua, Manana, 
Mur, Obaa, Yatan,  

Rayam Dagaimon, Enem, 
Emete, Kadam, 

Kepi, Kogo, 
Moin, Rep, Soba, 

Wanggate, Yamui 

Kotup, Piai, Toghom, Toghom 
Patu, Wairu 

Linggua, Mur, all 
dialects of 

Nambioman Bapai 
Subdistrict 

Wairu II Arare, Kirke, 
Pagai, Toghom, 

Wairu I 

Enem, Kepi, Kogo, Kotup, 
Moin, Piai, Rayam, Rep, 

Wanggate 

Aham, Isyamon, 
Linggua, Mur 

aBolded names in the table are the villsgers surveyed. 
bAlthough the villagers in Keta did not list the specific village names for this category, the villages intended may be 
the same as those listed as “Mapi River dialects” by the people in Nohon (two rows down in the table). 
cIt is unclear what the villagers in Bagaram intended when they said “all Mapi River dialects down to Gayu” since 
some of the villages in this particular area were mentioned as being villages where they speak a language that they 
cannot understand (the next column to the right). 
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5.2.6.1 Awyu Varieties 

 
The reported lexical similarity of Awyu varieties indicates a high likelihood that the villages 
surveyed represent two separate Awyu languages. Both Keta and Nohon listed Busiri as speaking 
a language that they could not understand, although Busiri listed Keta and Nohon as speaking a 
slightly different dialect of the same language. Further survey is needed in other villages that 
speak Awyu varieties to gain a fuller picture of how the local people group the various Awyu-
speaking villages into languages and dialects. 

 
5.2.6.2 Yaqay Varieties 

 
The reported data on similarity of Yaqay varieties more clearly indicates that there are at least 
two separate Yaqay languages. All of the Yaqay-speaking villages surveyed reported that 
Linggua and Mur speak a variety that is not understandable, and one or more villages surveyed 
reported that Aham, Katan, Yatan, Manana, Ima, Kogoyaman, Mur, and Isyamon speak a variety 
that is not understandable.  
 
All of these villages that were reported to speak a variety that is incomprehensible are located to 
the southwest of the survey area. All of these villages to the southwest have been designated as 
Yaqay-speaking in the past, so it is likely that we are dealing with two separate (but related) 
Yaqay languages that are not mutually intelligible: one Yaqay language in the southwest, and 
one Yaqay language in the northeast. Further survey in the southwest portion of the Yaqay-
speaking area is needed to confirm whether or not there are in fact two separate Yaqay languages 
and to get a better sense of where the boundary between these two languages might be.8 
 
5.2.7 Language Attitudes 

 

It is difficult to assess the local people’s attitudes toward their own language based on their past 
experience with writing the language, since they have had minimal experience in using the 
written form of their language. Table 11 shows data gathered relating to past experience with the 
written form. 
 

                                                           
8 The Yaqay-speaking villages of Linggua, Dagemon, and Tagaimon Sino were surveyed during the Mapi River 

Survey in November 2000, but unfortunately the sociolinguistic data from those villages was lost before the report 

(Susanto 2004) was written. 
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Table 11. Past Experience with Written Form 

Question 

 

Village 

Ever had a 

Literacy 

Program Here? 

Anyone 

Written the 

Vernacular? 

What did they write? 

Keta no no can write, just haven’t yet 

Busiri no yes secret letters, songs 

Kotup yes yes liturgy 

Nohon no yes letters, songs, hymnbooks 

Taim yes yes translated hymns; reproduced by 
carbon paper 

Bagaram I no yes songs 

Wanggate no yes secret letters 

Kogo no no - 

Rayam no no - 

Wairu II no no - 

 
Most villages reported that there had never been a literacy program. But in Taim it was reported 
that there had been one in the national language and in Kotup that there had been one in the 
vernacular language! On further inquiry, it seems that in Kotup about the year 1952, someone 
named Daniel Yorkaimo taught older people to read in the Yaqay language. Books containing 
the liturgy of the mass and a catechism had been translated and used with the people by Catholic 
priests named Cornelis Meuwese (in the 1930s) and Jan Boelaars (in the 1950s), who were 
apparently quite fluent in Yaqay. Different ones in some villages reported having made attempts 
to write their language; several had written songs or letters containing secret information. 
 
Table 12 displays responses to other questions relating to people’s attitudes toward their own 
language. 
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Table 12. Attitudes Toward the Vernacular 

Question 

 

 

Village 

Want to 

learn to 

read and 

write? 

What books 

would you 

like? 

What 

would 

you 

give? 

Ready for 

literacy or 

translation 

program? 

How 

many 

people 

involved? 

Desired 

language for 

literacy 

Adult Child 

Keta yes religion money, 
offering 

not yet - N  

Busiri yes - money almost no 
illiteracy; 
translation 

all were 
enthused 

V/N V/N 

Kotup yes religion, shell 
books 

money almost no 
illiterates 

- * * 

Nohon yes - money literacy 50–100 * * 

Taim yes shell books money literacy 30 N N 

Bagaram I yes - money literacy 100+ - - 

Wanggate yes - money translation many N - 

Kogo yes - money literacy 20 - - 

Rayam yes all books money literacy 20+ - N 

Wairu II yes culture, songs, 
liturgy, 
stories, 
religion 

money literacy - - V/N 

N = National language (Indonesian); V = Vernacular 
* This group said that those who learn to read in the national language can easily make 
the transition to the vernacular. 

 

All respondents affirmed that they want to learn to read and write in the vernacular language. 
The people in Kogo added that people are more interested in learning to read and write if it is in 
their own language, and that it can help to deepen their understanding of their own language. The 
kinds of books they are interested in are all books, religious (songs, prayers, worship, 
catechism), and stories. Even shell books (after seeing samples) were mentioned. The people 
responded that they were willing to pay for the books. In fact, in all ten villages, money was the 
only response given; no produce or labor was mentioned. As an example, the people in one 
village were asked if they would be willing to pay about 50 cents for a shell book, and they 
enthusiastically agreed. Could this be a by-product of eaglewood wealth? 
 
When asked if they thought the people of the village were ready for some kind of literacy 
program, a wide range of answers were reported. Six villages thought a literacy program would 
be good, and one agreed to help with translation. The other three rejected the idea because either 
they had almost no illiterates, or they felt the people were not yet ready for such a program. 
Estimates of the number of villagers that they thought might want to participate ranged from 20 
or 30 people up to over 100. 
 
Generally, people seemed to favor literacy programs as something appropriate for the national 
language. In two villages, people came right out and stated that if adults or children were to learn 
to read in the national language, transitioning to the vernacular would be no problem. 
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5.2.8 Language Vitality 
 
Whenever people were asked if they instruct or correct their children in the vernacular language, 
all villages except one (Nohon) responded that they do. When pressed for further detail, some 
replied that the children must speak the language well; it’s ‘the first school’; they need to 
understand one another. No one expressed concern over the language disappearing. Most, though 
not all, thought that the vitality of their language would still be the same in 20 years. Two 
mentioned the possibility of their language disappearing if nothing is done. Three mentioned the 
possibility of continued bilingualism, but one of those pointed out that without books in the 
vernacular, there would be rivalry between the two languages. 
 
 
6. WORDLISTS

9
 

 

6.1 PROCEDURE 

 

“Full” wordlists based on 239 words were collected in most Yaqay-speaking villages (Kogo, 
Wanggate, Wairu II, and Kotup) and most Awyu-speaking villages (Keta, Busiri, Nohon, and 
Taim). See  Appendix D for wordlists that were collected during this survey. In one Yaqay 
village (Rayam) and one Awyu village (Bagaram I)10, a limited number of words (50) were 
“checked” to confirm that the speech variety was identical to a neighboring village where a full 
wordlist had already been gathered. These lists were typed into WordSurv, and then grouped 
according to lexical similarity or apparent cognates. In the absence of the reliable but laborious 
comparative method, the survey team was compelled to rely on the surface inspection method for 
determining apparent cognates. However, they attempted to take a more principled approach by 
consistently following Blaire’s rules given in Survey on a Shoestring (Blaire 1990). See  
Appendix E for a summary of these guidelines. If a cognate decision was at all questionable, they 
applied rules of phonetic similarity as detailed in Appendix E to include or exclude the word as 
an apparent cognate. 
 
Wordlists elicited in the south coast area of Papua to date indicate that these Papuan languages 
have a much more complicated verb morphology and noun affixation than Austronesian 
languages. Therefore, the survey team decided to modify the criteria given by Blaire so that the 
results would better reflect the proximity of Papuan languages. For these modified rules, see  
Appendix F. 
 
In order to interpret the apparent lexical similarity results, the Papua survey team followed the 
guidelines outlined by SIL Indonesia. These guidelines state the following:  

 

                                                           
9 The vast majority of work on entry and analysis of wordlists in the WordSurv program was done by Myo-Sook 

Sohn. The survey team appreciates her hard work! 
10 The short wordlist from Bagaram is not included in Appendix D. It is not clear if this wordlist was lost at some 

point after the survey or if the words from Bagaram were informally checked against the wordlist from Taim 

without actually recording the Bagaram words. 
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1. If apparent lexical similarity between two wordlists is between 0–60%, they can usually 
safely be interpreted to represent separate languages. For percentages above 60%, 
lexicostatistic data alone is not adequate to determine whether or not the speech varieties 
are the same language.  

2. Lexical similarity results are always best interpreted alongside other lines of evidence. 
Additional sociolinguistic information gathered during the survey is to be used alongside 
the lexicostatistical data to help determine whether or not the speech varieties are the 
same language. This sociolinguistic information includes data on reported intelligibility, 
ethnolinguistic identity, and attitudes toward the other speech variety. 

3. There may be occasions when intelligibility testing is needed to make decisions about 
whether or not the speech varieties are the same language (such as when lexicostatistical 
and sociolinguistic data do not clearly indicate whether or not the speech varieties are the 
same language) or to confirm impressions that arise from rapid-appraisal survey. 

 
Regarding this second guideline recommending sociolinguistic investigation to augment the 
lexicostatistical data, the survey team has gathered data about the reported similarity and 
intelligibility among speech varieties, which are reported in section 5.2.6. 

 
6.2 RESULTS 

 
The Wildeman survey covered two distinct language groups: Yaqay and Awyu. The results of 
the lexical similarity comparison for each of these two language groups will be handled 
separately.  
 
Since other Yaqay and Awyu-speaking villages have already been surveyed during a previous 
survey on the Mapi River, the wordlists gathered during those surveys will also be compared in 
this report. 
 
6.2.1 Yaqay Language 
 

Table 13 shows the results of the comparison of Yaqay wordlists gathered during this survey in 
the villages of Wairu II, Kotup, Kogo, and Wanggate, as well as wordlists gathered on the 
previous Mapi River survey in the villages of Linggua, Tagaimon Sino, and Dagemon. The 
matrix is labeled in the following format: language name / village name. 
 

Table 13. Percentage of Apparent Yaqay Lexical Similarity 

Yaqay / Linggua 

69 Yaqay / Tagaimon Sino 

68 90 Yaqay / Dagemon 

61 81 84 Yaqay / Kogo 

56 75 76 78 Yaqay / Wanggate 

55 72 75 76 78 Yaqay / Kotup 

55 67 73 77 68 79 Yaqay / Wairu II 

 
From the results above, it is evident that the percentage of apparent lexical similarity are very 

high to high among Tagaimon Sino, Dagemon, Kogo, Wanggate, Kotup, and Wairu II (67–90% 
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apparent lexical similarity). However, the relationships between Linggua and all villages are 
relatively lower (55% to 69%).  
 
The evidence in table 13 that Linggua is a more distinct Yaqay variety is also supported by the 
data on reported similarity discussed in section 5.2.6. The villages surveyed all reported that 
Linggua speaks a variety of Yaqay that is unintelligible.  
 
In addition to the Yaqay wordlists compared in the above matrix, 50 words were elicited in 
Rayam and compared with Kogo. The results show that Kogo and Rayam have nearly identical 
vocabularies (97% lexical similarity), though the two villages are geographically farther apart 
than some other villages, such as Kotup and Wairu II. The people in the villages of Kogo and 
Rayam each reported that the other village was exactly the same dialect, which supports treating 
these two villages as having the same speech variety. 

 
6.2.2 Awyu Languages 

 

The matrix below shows the results of a comparison of Awyu wordlists gathered during this 
survey (villages of Taim, Nohon, Keta, and Busiri), as well as the Awyu wordlists gathered 
during the Mapi River survey (villages of Karome, Kaime, Hellu, Kowo I, Sohokanggo, Somi, 
Sufio, Yare, Ikisi, Boma I, and Boma II). 
 

Table 14. Percentage of Apparent Awyu Lexical Similarity 

Awyu / Karome 

30 Awyu / Kaime 

33 81 Awyu / Hellu 

31 44 52 Awyu / Busiri 

27 43 45 55 Awyu / Keta 

27 43 47 47 65   Awyu / Nohon 

28 45 47 43 59 78   Awyu / Taim 

30 45 48 45 60 69 69   Awyu / Kowo I 

27 39 42 44 55 67 64 71   Awyu / Sohokanggo 

27 37 38 39 54 59 55 61 74   Awyu / Somi 

28 47 51 47 52 59 65 68 53 52   Awyu / Sufio 

28 42 46 37 50 57 62 63 54 49 63   Awyu / Yare 

26 38 42 36 48 54 57 64 57 53 58 78   Awyu / Ikisi 

24 34 37 36 39 39 41 40 43 44 45 48 49   Awyu / Boma I 

21 28 31 30 42 37 39 36 37 39 40 45 43 63 Awyua / Boma II 
aThe people in Boma II actually reported that their language was “Jair” (Susanto 2004). This is very likely a 
reference to the language Jair [yir] (which is still an Awyu language) in the 14th edition of Ethnologue and 
was changed to North Awyu [yir] in the 15th edition of Ethnologue. 

 
Fifteen wordlists were taken in Awyu-speaking villages on the Mapi and Wildeman River 
surveys. The matrix above shows that these can be grouped into possible dialects on the basis of 
percentages. Following is a summary of the matrix. 
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1. Nohon, Taim, Kowo I, and Sohokanggo have higher percentages of lexical 
similarity (64% to 78%). Keta, Nohon, Taim, Kowo I, Sohokanggo, Somi, Sufio, 
and Yare all have percentages of over 50% (the exceptions being between Keta 
and Ikisi at 48%, and between Somi and Yare at 49%).  This lexicostatistical data, 
when combined with the data on reported similarity, indicates that the three 
villages that were surveyed during this survey (Taim, Nohon, and Keta) may be 
considered part of the same language, yet different dialects. In most cases each of 
these villages reported that the other villages in this group speak a slightly 
different dialect. 

2. Hellu and Kaime have a high count of 81% lexical similarity. The lexical 
similarity between these two villages and the other villages in the matrix is below 
50% (the exceptions being Hellu and Busiri at 52%, and Hellu and Sufio at 51%). 
This would indicate that the speech varieties in Hellu and Kaime are a separate 
Awyu language from the languages used in the other villages in the matrix. 
Further data on reported similarity between these two villages and other 
neighboring Awyu-speaking villages needs to be considered to verify whether or 
not the Awyu variety spoken in Hellu and Kaime is indeed a separate Awyu 
language. 

3. The lexical similarity between Busiri and the other villages in the matrix is below 
50% (the exceptions being with Keta at 55%, and with Hellu at 52%).  With the 
level of similarity between Busiri and the other villages below 60%, there is a 
good chance that this speech variety can be considered a separate Awyu language. 
In general, the data on reported similarity gathered during this survey agrees with 
this assertion. Both Keta and Nohon listed Busiri as speaking a different language 
that could not be understood. It is interesting to note that on the other hand Busiri 
reported that Keta, Nohon, and Taim speak a dialect slightly different than them, 
not a different language that could not be understood. Further lexicostatistical and 
sociolinguistic data needs to be gathered throughout this area to determine if 
Busiri is best considered a separate Awyu language.  

4. Karome shows very low percentages of lexical similarity with the all other 
dialects (21%–33%) even though they still reported that they speak Awyu. This 
indicates that the speech variety spoken in Karome is a separate Awyu language. 
Data on reported similarity between Karome and other surrounding villages would 
need to be considered to verify whether or not Karome speaks a separate Awyu 
language. 

5. Wordlists taken in Boma I and Boma II have low relationships with the Awyu 
wordlists taken on the Wildeman River survey (ranging from 21%–49%), so they 
indicate a separate language from the other Awyu varieties.  

 
In addition to the Awyu wordlists compared above, 50 words were elicited in Bagaram I as well. 
Although this wordlist was not compared with the other wordlists using WordSurv, a visual 
comparison indicates that the speech variety in Bagaram I seems to have a high level of lexical 
similarity with that of Taim. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

7.1 SURVEY METHODS 

 
The survey team thinks that too many villages were skipped on this survey. While many of the 
speech varieties in neighboring villages were undoubtedly very similar, having the data from 
more villages would have filled out the lexical similarity matrix more completely. More data 
would have made the language area boundaries more evident. It seems the team was too willing 
to take the word of the local people as to which villages had a similar language. It would have 
been better to get objective data from the skipped villages. That would have given opportunity to 
gather sociolinguistic information. Comments from those villages would add information 
necessary for assessing the needs for a language development program in the Wildeman River 
area. 

 
 

7.2 LINGUISTIC SITUATION 

 
Table 15 summarizes the linguistic situation in the villages visited during the present survey. It 
also includes the villages from the previous survey on the Mapi River based on data on reported 
similarity as well as the results of the lexicostatistical comparison. The table shows which village 
is grouped into each of the languages as well as how the groupings relate to the languages listed 
in the 14th edition of the Ethnologue. 

 
Table 15. Language Groupings  

Languages 
Ethnologue 14 

Designation 
Villages 

Yaqay I 
Yaqay [jaq] Dagemon, Tagaimon Sino, Kogo, 

Wanggate, Kotup, Wairu II, Rayam 

Yaqay II Yaqay [jaq] Linggua 

Awyu I 
Nohon Awyu [awj] Nohon, Taim, Bagaram I, Kowo I, 

Sufio, Sohokanggo, Somi, Yare, Keta, 
Kowo II, Ikisi,  

Awyu II 
Nohon Awyu [awj] (or 
possibly Aghu [ahh]) 

Hellu, Kaime 

Awyu III Miaro Awyu [psa] Busiri 

Awyu IV Siagha-Yenimu [osr] Karome 

Awyu V Jair [yir] Boma I, Boma II 

 
The combined results from the present survey and the previous Mapi River survey indicate that it 
is likely that seven languages were found during these two surveys: two separate yet related 
Yaqay languages, and five separate yet related Awyu languages.  
 
There are still a number of questions that arise from these results. Relating to the Yaqay 
languages, there is the question on how the proposed language groupings fit with the dialects 
listed under Yaqay in the Ethnologue (Oba-Miwamon, Namblomon-Mabur, Bapai). The data in 
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the Ethnologue is based on what was published by Voorhoeve (1975) whose sources are 
Boelaars (1950), Drabbe (1954), and Galis (1955). Of the 19 villages listed in the Oba-Miwamon 
dialect group, only 14 definitely still exist as villages. The others have either been moved or 
renamed. Even “Miwamon” was not a name the survey team came across, but the list of Oba-
Miwamon villages corresponds most closely with Yaqay I in table 15. The village of Linggua 
does not exist in Voorhoeve’s data, but it is located in the general vacinity of Katan, Yatan, and 
Mur, all of whom are near neighbors of the village of Linggua. 

 
Relating to the Awyu languages, how do the five separate Awyu languages that are proposed in 
this report relate to the Awyu languages listed in the 14th edition of the Ethnologue? Awyu I 
seems to correspond with what the 14th edition of Ethnologue calls Nohon Awyu [awj]. Awyu II 
spoken in Hellu and Kaime also seems to fit in with what has been designated as Nohon Awyu, 
although our data indicates that this is best seen as a separate Awyu language, so there is the 
possibility that Hellu and Kaime may be Aghu [ahh] speaking villages, since there are other 
Aghu speaking villages to the east. Awyu III spoken in Busiri, is likely Miaro Awyu [psa] since 
it is in the vicinity of where this language is reported to be spoken. Awyu IV spoken in Karome 
is very likely in the area that has been designated as Siagha-Yenimu [osr]. Awyu V is likely the 
same as what the 14th edition of the Ethnologue calls Jair [yir] since it is further to the north, near 
the Kombai language. Further survey in these Awyu languages is needed to confirm the language 
boundaries. 
 
It is interesting to note that the people did not use any of the Awyu language names that were 
mentioned in Ethnologue; they simply used the name “Awyu” for their language. The one 
exception was in Boma II, where they did state that their language was Jair. 
 
It is clear that the Awyu situation is quite complex. While identifying themselves as one ethnic 
group, they nevertheless speak several languages, each of which is represented by several 
dialects. These dialects operate as chains, or networks, which seem also to have some marked 
boundary lines. Until the entire Awyu-speaking area has been completely surveyed, these Awyu 
language groupings will not be clear.  

 
 

7.3 SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION 

 

The Yaqay people have a reputation for being fierce. The survey team experienced their 
aggressive nature only in the village of Linggua, in the form of the general forwardness of the 
people. In other locations, the team found the people to be very relaxed and hospitable. However, 
everywhere the team went the people demonstrated a keen interest in their own language. The 
team sensed that there was pride in their language as an expression of their culture.  
 

The Awyu people have a reputation for being peaceable in nature. While this is undoubtedly a 
generalization, evidence was cited to us from recent events. A death among the Yaqay people in 
the regency seat, the city of Merauke, produced repercussions about two hundred kilometers 
away in the village of Mur and its surrounding area. Some Yaqay people, who were in fear of 
becoming victims of revenge killings, sought shelter among the neighboring Awyu people. This 
more relaxed attitude also seems reflected in their attitudes toward their mother tongue. 
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In general, for both these people groups, use of Indonesian is quite common. However, they also 
continue to use their own language in all of the more familiar and intimate domains. Children 
perhaps give less attention to their traditional language than a generation ago, though some 
continue to use it even at school. 
 
However, there is a pragmatic attitude toward the national language. In order to have the greatest 
advantage in life, one must know and control Indonesian. It is the language considered most 
necessary for written communication. Literacy in the vernacular is considered good and helpful 
in preserving the culture, but it is optional and supplementary. 
 

 
7.4 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 

 
Most of the villages would benefit from better transportation for easier access to markets, 
schools, and other villages. Goods and products would be more available and hopefully cheaper, 
and travel would cost less. Paving all the roads would be a first step in keeping the existing links 
open year around. Having more “long boats” (motorized dugout canoes) available could also 
meet this need. 
 
In one village, Linggua, the people openly expressed their frustration at not being able to get 
jobs, even after finishing their education. They felt that the government jobs in the cities were all 
going to immigrants from other parts of Indonesia. 
 
Other community development projects that could be helpful are in the areas of communication, 
health, and economy. 
 
Every village showed great interest in having their language written, not only to preserve their 
language and culture, but also to make it easier to understand information about health, 
education, religion, farming, economy, and other areas. 
 
 
7.5 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 

 

Language development programs in the Yaqay and Awyu language areas should have a high 
probability of success. The people reported that they are interested in reading and writing using 
the vernacular and are willing to assist in any potential language development program. 
 
Transportation is fairly good throughout this area allowing for easy travel among the villages. 
Finding educated members of these two ethnic groups who could play key roles in such a 
program should be relatively easy. Good initial public relations may be the key to getting 
cooperation from the local people in general. 
 

7.6 FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
Further lexicostatistical and sociolinguistic survey is needed in the Yaqay language area since 
there are still many Yaqay-speaking villages that have not been surveyed. This further survey 
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would help to clarify the language and dialect boundaries as well as the language development 
possibilities for the Yaqay people.  
 
Further research is also needed in the entire area where the Awyu languages are spoken to clarify 
the number of Awyu languages, their internal dialectology, and the potential for language 
development throughout the Awyu area. Dialect intelligibility testing may help to clarify the 
language boundaries in this area.  
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 APPENDIX A: COMMUNITY LEADER QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 

Questions for the Mayor/Chief/Subdistrict Leader 

October 2000 

(These questions are administered to the highest leader in the area.) 

Village: ___________________ 
Subdistrict: ___________________ 

Regency: ___________________ 
Researcher’s Name: ___________________ 

Date: ___________________ 
GENERAL: 

Name: _______________________;  Place of birth: ___________;  Education: _____________ 
Mother tongue: ___________________;  Language used at home: ______________________ 
 
DEMOGRAPHICS: 

1.  How many residents live in this village? _________;  Households: _________;  People: ___ 
2.  Are there foreigners who live in this village/hamlet?  Y / N  How many?  _______ 
 a.  From what country do they originate? 
      1. ______________________ 3. ______________________ 
      2. ______________________ 4. ______________________ 
 b.  Why do they live here?  lumber / mining / mission / other: _______ 
3. Are there people from other ethnic groups who are living here?  Y / N 
 a.  From what ethnic groups? 
     1. ________________: ______ 3. ________________: ______ 
     2. ________________: ______ 4. ________________: ______ 
 b.  Why do they live here?  marriage / work / other: _________________ 
4. Are there members of this ethnic group that have married other ethnic groups?  Y / N 
 What ethnic groups? _____________ / ______________ / _________________ 
 
ECONOMY: 

5. What is the main source of livelihood for people in this village?  Agriculture / hunting / 
fishing / forestry / gold / eaglewood / _______________ / ________________ 

a. When does planting season begin? J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 
b. When does harvest season begin?  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 
c. When is the wet season?  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 
d. When is the dry season?  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 

6. Are their residents who work outside the village? Y / N   If there are, what is their job? 
 lumber company / fishing / gold mine / other:  ____________________ 
7.  What kinds of crops are planted here? corn / rice / bananas / other ______________ 
8.  Is the result of the harvest enough to eat for the people of this village? Y / N   If not enough, 

where does extra food come from? _____________________________________ 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AREA: 

  9. Is there electricity here?  Y / N ; PLN / diesel generator / hydrogenerator / solar power 

10. Is there a single-sideband (SSB) radio here?  Y / N 

11. Where do you go to make telephone calls?  ________________________________ 

12. Where do the people get drinking water?  well / river / pump / rain water 

13. Are there toilets here (other than the river/forest)  Y / N 

14. Where do you go for market?  ______________________________________ 

15 Where is the closest market?  ___________________________________________ 

16. Where is the biggest market?  ___________________________________________ 

17. Is there public transportation in this area?  ship / boat / airplane / other:__________ 

18. Where is the post office?  _______________; police station?  ____________________ 

19. Is there: 
 a. A primary school  Y / N    Where is the closest one?  ______________ 
 b. A middle school  Y / N    Where is the closest one?  ______________ 
 c. A high school  Y / N    Where is the closest one?  ______________ 
 d. A theological school Y / N    Where is the closest one?  ______________ 
 
RELIGION: 

20. Is there a mosque here?   Y / N    How many? ____; Where? ______________ 

21. Is there a church here?    Y / N    How many? ____; Where?______________ 

22. Is there a public meeting hall?  Y / N    How many? ____; Where?______________ 

23. Is there a house for traditional ceremonies here?  Y / N  How many? ____; Where? _____ 
 
HEALTH: 

24. Is there a community health center?  Y / N  Where is the closest one?______________ 
25. Is there a doctor / medical worker / midwife that lives here?  Y/ N  Where?_____________ 
26. Is there a traditional healer or expert in traditional medicine who lives here?  Y / N   

Where? ________________ 

27. Are there many illnesses here?  Y / N 
What kinds of illnesses?  _________ / ____________ / ______________ / ___________ 
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APPENDIX B: SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 

Questions for the Headmaster / Teacher 

October 2000 

(These questions are administered to the highest leader in the school.) 

Village: _________________ 
Subdistrict: _________________ 

Regency: _________________ 
Name of Researcher: _________________ 

Date data gathered: _________________ 
GENERAL: 

Schools that exist here: Primary / Middle / Secondary / Theological School / Other: __________ 
Name of interviewee:  _______________________;  Place of birth:  ____________________ 
Mother tongue: ________________________; Language used at home: __________________ 
 
GRADES AND STUDENTS 

1. How many grades are at this school?   3 grades / 6 grades 

2. How many students are in each class? 
Primary: Grade 1 ____; Grade 2 ___; Grade 3 ___; Grade 4 ___; Grade 5 ___; Grade 6 ___ 

Middle: Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 

Secondary: Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 

Other: ____________, ____________, ___________, _____________, 

3. How many students are from this village? 0–10 / 11–20 / 21–30 / 31–40 / 41–50 / 51–60 

4. Are their students from other villages? Y / N  How many? _____; From where? __________ 

5. How many students have graduated from this school and continued schooling? ___________ 

 
LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION 

6. What language is used in class?  Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / Malay /  
Other _____ 

7. Have you ever spoken the local vernacular in class? Y / N 

8. Have you ever spoken the vernacular outside of class to the students? Y / N 

9. What language is used by the students when they play? Vernacular / Indonesian /  
Tok Pisin / Malay / Other ______________________, ____________________ 

10. Can the students in grade one already speak Indonesian when they start school? Y / N 

11. Can the students in grade one understand Indonesian when you speak to them? Y / N 

12. How long until they are able to speak Indonesian fluently? ___________ 
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ENVIRONMENT 

13. What language is used by the residents of this village? Vernacular / Indonesian /  
Tok Pisin / Malay / Other ____________________________________________ 

14. Do the residents of this village feel proud of their language? Y / N Why? _________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
15. Have you ever heard the people of this village speak another language? Y / N  What 

language? ___________ / ___________ / ____________ / __________ / ________________ 
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APPENDIX C: COMMUNITY GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 

Group Questions 

October, 2000 

Interviewer: __________________________ Recorded by:________________________________ 
Date: _______________ Time: ________ Language Name:_________________________ 
Researchers present: ___________,_________; Officials present: _______________,_______________ 
Total People Present: _____; Adult Men: _____; Adult Women: _____; Youth: ________ 
Village: ________ ____; River: _____________; Subdistrict: _____________; Regency: _____________ 
Total Pop.: ___ Households (H), ___ People (P); Indigenous Pop.: ___ H,___ P; Immigrants: __ H, ___ P 
Total people who give answers: ________; Total adult men who give answers: _________;  
Total women who give answers: ____________; Total young people who give answers: ___________ 

 

I. FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

 

 Subdistrict 
leader 

Mayor School 
headmaster 

Traditional 
leader/chief 

Religious 
leader 

Leader originates from where      

How old      

 
1. What is the method for choosing leaders if a change is needed?  

Elected by the people / appointed by the government / generational / Other method ______________ 
2. Where do you go when:  severe wound __________________; have malaria _________________ 

give birth ______________________; possessed by evil spirit _________________________ 
3. Is there a special community development committee? Y / N 
4. What projects have they recently done? ________________________, ________________________ 
5. Is this village cut off from connection with the outside if there is a flood, dry season, landslide, etc?  

Y / N 
6. Which villages?_____________________________________________________________ 
 
II. LANGUAGE USE 

 

What language is used when: 
 

Domain Vernacular Indonesian Other Languages 

Private      

1.  At home      

2.  With friends      

3.  In garden/sago plantation      

4.  In the village market      

5.  In the city market      

6.  At the clinic      

SCHOOL      

7.  At break time      

8.  For instruction      

9.  Explanation (homework, 
etc.) 
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PUBLIC      

10.  Traditional ceremony      

11.  Announcements      

12.  Village council meetings      

CHURCH      

13.  Prayer      

14.  Liturgy/mass      

15.  Singing      

16.  Sermon      

 
17. How many Christians live here? Protestant: ___ Households, ____People;  

Catholic: ____ Households, ____ People 
18. Approximately, how many Muslims live here? _____ Households; _____ People 
19. How many people follow traditional religion? ____ Households, ____ People 
 
III. LANGUAGE CHANGE 

 
1. Do the young people here more frequently use a language other than the vernacular? Y / N  

Language:________ 
2. Do the young people mix the vernacular with Indonesian?  Y / N 
3. Is this a good thing?  Y / N  Why? _____________________________________________________ 
 
IV. LANGUAGE VITALITY 

 
1. With which ethnic group do people usually marry? ____________________, ___________________ 
2. Are there any restrictions?  Y / N  Why? religion / tradition / ethnic group / language / other: _______ 
3. Do the young people prefer to stay living in the city after they finish higher education? Y / N _______ 

Why? _______________________________________________________________________ 
4. Are there any immigrants who live here?  Y / N  How many people?_____ Households, _____ People 
5. For what? (work, marriage, etc.) ______________,________________,___________________ 
6. They are from what ethnic group? _____________,______________,______________,___________ 
7. What language is used to speak with them? __________________, _________________ 
8. Do they learn to speak the local language? Y / N 
9. Is this a good thing? Y / N  Why?_____________________________________________________ 
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V. DIALECTOLOGY 

 
1.  Where is the language the same as the vernacular here? 

Village name Language name 

  

  

  

 
2.  Where is the language a little different but you still can understand it easily? 

Village name Language name 

  

  

  

 
3.  Where is the language very different, so different that you cannot understand it? 

Village name Language name 

  

  

  

 
4.  Other than here, in which village do the people speak your language the best?___________________ 
 
5.  What language do you use when you meet with people who don’t speak the same as you? 

When you meet 
someone from the 
village/language 

of ... 

What 
language 
do you 
use? 

What 
language 
does s/he 

use? 

Do you speak 
slowly or 
normally? 
S=slowly, 

N=normally 

If there is a child 
that has never heard 
this language, will 

this child understand 
what s/he says? 

Does this 
person come 

from the 
same ethnic 

group? 

   You S/he   

   S N S N Y / N Y / N 

   S N S N Y / N Y / N 

   S N S N Y / N Y / N 

6.  Do you use Indonesian every day in this village?  Y / N 
7.  Do you use another language in this village?  Y / N  Language _______________, _______________ 
8.  What group of people speaks Indonesian the best?     young people / adult men / adult women 
 
VI. LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 

 
1. In this village, is there a literacy program in the vernacular?  Y / N 
2. Has there ever been someone who has written using the vernacular? Y / N  Who? _______________ 
3. What books have been written in the language of this village? Songs / prayers / the Bible / other 

religious books, parts of the Bible, other books ____________; Where are these books? __________ 
4. Are you interested in reading and writing the vernacular? Y / N  Why?_________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
5. What do you want to have written in the vernacular?  (see question no. 2) 
6. What contribution can you give for the making of such books? ___Local produce; _____Labor; 

____Donations     
7. Are you ready to participate in a literacy program in the vernacular? Y /N 
8. Approximately how many people want to participate? ______ Households, ________People 
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 Vernacular Indonesian Other 

9. What language do you want to use for learning to read and 
write? 

   

10. What language do you want to be used by the children for 
learning to read and write?  

   

 
VI. LANGUAGE EXTINCTION 

 
1. Do you teach the children to speak the vernacular?  Y / N   Why? ____________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
2. Do the children use the vernacular when they play together?  Y / N 
3. Will the people here speak the same vernacular twenty years into the future?  Y / N 
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APPENDIX D: WORDLISTS 

 
English/ 
Indonesian 

Awyu: 
Busiri 

Awyu: 
Ketah 

Awyu: 
Nohon 

Awyu: 
Taim 

Yagay: 
Kogo 

Yaqay: 
Kotup 

Yaqay: 
Rayam 

Yaqay: 
Wairu 

Yaqay: 
Wanggate 

001 head/kepala ˈxɑibɑŋ hɑi ̯̍bɑʔ / miɾo hɑˈbɑ hɑˈbɑŋ muˈku ˈmuku muˈku muˈku mukuh 

002 hair/rambut ˌxɑbiˈroŋ hɑˈburoʔ 
hɑˈbɑjoŋ / 

hɑburoŋ 
hɑˈbɑnjõŋ mukuˈrumb mukuˈrumbu mukuˈrumb mukuˈrum mukuˈrum 

003 eye/mata kiˈɾo ˈkʲijo ˈkijo ˈkijo ˈkind ˈkində muˈkɑ ˈkind kinəmuˈkɑ kinomoˈkɑ 

004 ear/telinga ˈsuruŋ ˈsuto ˈsutoʔ ˈsunto moˈnɔʔ moˈnɔ moˈnɔʔ moˈnɔ moˈnɔh 

005 nose/hidung ˈsinˈtɔ ˈsito ˈsitoʔ ˈsinto tɑˈmɑŋx ˈtɑmɑŋɣ tɑmɑŋ tɑˈmɑŋkʰ tɑˈmɑk̚ 

006 mouth/mulut xɑˈtɛ ˈboɲɑh ˈhɑtoʔ ˈxɑto mem ˈmem mem mem mem 

007 lip/bibir ˈbunəxɑ bonɨgɑh ˈboto ˈboto rupʰ ˈrupʰ rupʰ rupʰ ˈrup̚ 

008 tooth/gigi ˈmɑgɑ mɑŋgɑ mɑŋˈgɑʔ mɑˈgɑʔ mɑŋˈgɑr ˈmɑŋɣɑr mɑŋˈgɑr mɑŋˈgɑr mɑŋˈgɑr 

009 tongue/lidah ɸɑˈge fɑge ˈɸɑgɛ / ˈfɑgɛ ɸɑˈgɛ / fɑˈgɛ iːˈnəm ˈinəm inem iˈnəm inˈnem 

010 upper arm/ 

tangan 
ˈbidɛ bedo beˈro beˈro jɑnˈdɔ ˈjɑnˈdɔ jɑnˈdɔ ˈjɑndɔ jɑnˈdɔh 

011 elbow/siku ˈbidɛ buŋ bɛdo bu bero ˈbu beroˈbuŋ ˈkumbər ˈjɑndo kumbur ˈkumber kumˈbur 
jɑndok̚ 

ˈkumbur 

012 finger/jari biˈde ˈtoroŋ bɛdo toˈro bero buˈtɑʔ berobuˈtoŋ jɑndo piˈti jɑndo ˈpiti jɑndo piˈti piˈti jɑndok̚ ˈpiti 

013 fingernail/ kuku kiˈjɑ bɛdo ˈseru bero ˈsɛru berodoˈhosɛ jɑndoˈri jɑndɔˈri ri ri jɑndoˈri 

014 breast/susu õŋ õː õ õŋ ɑˈbur ɑˈbur ɑˈbur ɑˈbur ɑˈbur 

015 stomach/perut ˈkɑku ˈkɑku kɑˈku koˈku kɑnˈdɑm ˈkɑndɑm kɑnˈdɑm ɣɑnˈdɑm ˈkɑndɑm 

016 liver/hati wõŋ --no entry-- məruwoˈmu ˈdiboʔ kɑˈpi kɑˈpid ͡z kɑˈpi kɑˈpid ͡ʒ kɑˈpi 

017 leg/kaki ˈbisi bisi bɪgɪ beˈgɛ rɑˈmu rɑˈmu rɑˈmu rɑˈmu ˈrɑmu 

018 knee/lutut ˈbɑgibuŋ ˈboki ˈbunjo ɑŋˈgoʔ ˈbonijo jɑmˈbu jɑmˈbu jɑmˈbu jɑmˈbu jɑmˈbuʔ 

019 body hair/ bulu roŋ ˈhɑhɑro ˈxɑ̃xɑ̃joŋ ˈxɑxɑjoŋ rumbutɑˈkɑr rumbʊtɑˈkɑr rumbutɑˈkɑr rumbətɑˈkɑr rumbɑʔtɑˈkɑr 

020 skin/kulit xɑ xɑˈxɑ xɑɣɑ / xɑhɑ hɑ rumb ˈrumb rumb ˈrumbə rum 
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English/ 
Indonesian 

Awyu: 
Busiri 

Awyu: 
Ketah 

Awyu: 
Nohon 

Awyu: 
Taim 

Yagay: 
Kogo 

Yaqay: 
Kotup 

Yaqay: 
Rayam 

Yaqay: 
Wairu 

Yaqay: 
Wanggate 

021 blood/darah goŋ goŋ gõŋ gõŋ kɑb ˈkɑb kɑb ˈkɑbə kɑh 

022 bone/tulang ˈbɑgi ˈbɛgɛ beˈgɪ beˈgɪ jɑ d ͡ʒɑ d ͡ʒɑ djɑ jɑʔ 

023 flesh/daging ˈkɑdu kɑˈdu koˈru koˈru jɑŋˈgo ˈkɑˈdoʔ jɑŋˈgo jɑŋˈgo ˈjɑŋgo 

024 urine/ 

air kencing 
d ͡zi iʔ iːʔ ʔiː koˈtɔ ˈkotɔʔ koˈtɔ koˈtɔ ˈxoto 

025 faeces/tahi ɔ ɔ ̃ ɔ ɔ ˈnɑu ˈnɑwo nɑːu ˈnɑu ˈnɑo 

026 person/orang ˈjogoŋ ɑˈɣu ˈɑu ɑˈhu --no entry-- ˈwir --no entry-- rɑˈdɛ ɑˈnokʰ 

027 man/laki-laki xobˈsiŋ ˈxobsi bɛsi beˈsiŋ rɑˈdɛ ˈwir rɑˈdɛ rɑˈdɛ rɑˈdɛ 

028 woman/ 

perempuan 
rɑŋ ɑ̃ ɑ̃ d ͡ʒɑ̃ / ɑ̃ ˈtɑu ˈtɑt ͡s ˈtɑu ˈtɑːgʷəh ˈtɑhu 

029 husband/suami inɣogu nonuˈhu nonoˈũ nonoˈhu enˈkem ˈrɑdɛ rɑdɛ ɣɑnˈkum ˈrɑdɛʔ 

030 wife/isteri ˈɪurɑŋ nɑˈɑmo 
nɑɑmo / 

nɑhɑmo 
ˈneruŋ enˈkum ˈtɑgu enˈkum ˈtɑːgʷəh ˈtɑʔu 

031 mother/ibu ˈwɑni ˈwɑni ˈwɑni wɑˈdi ˈnɑu ˈnɑɣu nɑu ˈnɑːgʷəh ˈnɑu 

032 father/ayah ˈnɑbo ˈnɑbo ˈnɑbo nɑˈbo nɑɪ ˈnɑɪ nɑi nɑɪ nɑɪ 

033 child/anak siɾiwo ˈnɑmu 
(m.) nɑmkɛ / 

(f.) nosuba 
nɑˈmu mɑx / mɑkʰ ˈmɑɣɑ mɑx / mɑkʰ mɑx ˈmakʰ / mɑx 

034 elder sister/  

kakak perempuan 
nɑˈdɛrɑŋ ˈnitmɛ ˈnetmɛ ˈnetmɛ nɑˈmun ˈnɑmun nɑˈmun nɑˈmun 

nɑmun / 

mɑˈtɑhu 

035 elder brother/ 

kakak laki-laki 
kɑˈpu ˈnijogo ɲoˈɣo neˈho nɑˈmɑn ˈnid ͡z nɑˈmɑn nid ͡ʒ 

nɑmɑn / 

mɑːrɑˈde 

036 younger sister/ 

adik perempuan 
kudɛˈrɑŋ ˈnosbɑ nʊˈkurɑ ˈɑ̃ nosuˈbɑŋ ˈɔukʰ ˈwou̯kə ˈɔukʰ ˈogʷəh 

woukʰ / 

mɑromˈbɔ 

037 younger brother/ 

adik laki-laki 
kudɛxobˈsiŋ nukuˈdɑʔ nʊkurɑ ˈbesi nokuˈdɑh wɑˈɪkʰ ˈwekʰ wɑˈɪkʰ wɛkʰ 

wɑˈɛkʰ / 

mɑxɑjon 
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038 grandmother/ 

nenek 
nɑˈwi ɑwijoː nɑˈpi neˈpi eˈni eˈnit ͡s eˈni eˈnid ͡ʒ enih 

039 grandfather/ 

tete 
nɑˈsi ɑwijoː neɸijoˈõ nɑˈbo nɑˈbo ɑˈpi ɑˈpit ͡s ɑˈpi ɑˈpid ͡ʒ ɑpih 

040 grandchild/ 

cucu 
nɑxɑˈbiŋ --no entry-- --no entry-- ˈnɑfehõŋ ɑˈpi ɑˈpit ͡s ɑˈpi ɑˈpid ͡ʒ mɑx 

041 friend/teman jɑ nɑpoxofe nɑˈpofɛ nohoˈgi ˌkɛtɑˈkɑpi ˈbor ˌkɛtɑˈkɑpi toˈkekʰ rɑdeˈbor 

042 I/saya nũ nũ nũ nũ ɑnokʰ ɑˈnokʰ ɑnokʰ ɑˈnokʰ ɑnokʰ 

043 you/kamu gu ˈgugu ˈgugu gu ɑjokʰ ɑˈjokʰ ɑjokʰ ɑˈjokʰ indokʰ 

044 he/she/dia iˈki gu gũ ɪgɪ kepˈdɛ ˈɑx kedekʰ / kedokʰ kepəˈdɛ ɑxɑ 

045 we (excl.)/kami ˈnugu ˈnugu ˈnugu ˈnugu indokʰ inˈdokʰ indokʰ inˈdokʰ ɑˈjokʰ 

046 we (incl.)/kita ˈnugu nugu / nũ ˈnugu ˈnugu indokʰ inˈdok ɑˈjokʰ indokʰ inˈdokʰ --no entry-- 

047 you (pl)/kamu 

orang 
guˈgu gugu / ˈɑxu ˈgugu ɑuɸɛ ˈgugu ɑˈjokʰ ɑˈjokʰ ɑˈjokʰ 

ɑˈjok 

əriŋˈmɑkʰ 
indokʰ ɑnipre 

048 they/dorang guˈgu gugu / ˈɑxu ˈjoho ˈjoho ɑˈjokʰ kipoˈur ɑˈjokʰ kidirikʰmɑkʰ 
ɑjoɣoni 

pɑˈmɑre 

049 bird/burung ɪː iʔ iː iː jɑŋˈgo peˈtɑɣɑg jɑŋgo petɑˈɣɑgwʰ peta gɑxu̥ 

050 wing/sayap ˈbɑ tɑˈfijo tɑɸiˈjo ˈtɛfijo jɑˈkui ̯ ɑˈnokʰ joki joˈki joˈkih 

051 egg/telur mugɔʔ mugɔʔ muŋˈgo muˈgo moˈkɑ ˈmokɑ moˈkɑ moˈkɑ mʊˈkɑ 

052 rat/ 

tikus rumah 
kiˈsoɑ ˌkɪsoˈɑ kiˈso / kɪsiro kɪˈsuwo ᵐbetiˈuri bɛtuk uri 

meˈtu uri / 

moɣon metuʔ 
beˈtugʰ uˈri 

053 bandicoot/ 

tikus tanah 
ˈjemi ˈkɪsoɑ jeˈmiʔ kiso jomoˈɣo keso jomohõŋ urim bɛˈti moɣon beˈtu urim bɛˈti bu jɑˈmutʰ 

054 dog/anjing ˈɑŋgi ˈɑŋgi ˈɑŋgi ˈɑŋgi kɑˈkɛ ˈkɑkɛ kɑˈkɛ xɑˈkɛ xɑˈkɛ / kaˈkɛ 

055 tail/ekor ˈwobu woˈbu woˈbu woˈbu kenˈdɛ ˈkendɛ kenˈdɛ kenˈdɛ kenˈde 
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056 pig/babi wi wi wi βi bɑˈtikʰ ˈbɑtikʰ bɑˈtikʰ bɑˈtikʰ bɑˈtikʰ 

057 fish/ikan ɑˈɣe ɑˈɣe ɑɣɑi ̯ ɑˈɣɑi ̯ iˈjɑŋg jɑŋɣ jɑŋg jɑŋgʰ jɑŋg 

058 snake/ular ˈwɑsi ˈwisi ˈwisi wiˈsi wɑˈti ˈwɑti wɑˈti wɑˈti wɑˈtih 

059 goanna/soasoa --no entry-- --no entry-- wisiˈɛbi wisiˈɛbi ˈtin --no entry-- ˈtikɛn ˈbɑndɑu rumbɑˈneh 

060 worm/cacing ˈweru u̯weˈru ˈkɑmbu kɑmˈbo ɑˈjɑu ɑˈjɑɣu ɑˈjɑu ɑˈjɑgwʰ ɑˈjɑxu̥ 

061 mosquito/ 

nyamuk 
ˈisɛ iˈsinigi iˈsiŋgɪ neˈgi nɑŋˈgir nɑŋɣid nɑŋˈgir nɑŋˈgid nɑŋgir 

062 louse/kutu ˈɑŋgu ˈɑŋgu ˈɑŋgu ɑŋˈgu nɑmˈbun ˈnɑmbun nɑmˈbun ˈnɑmbun nɑmˈbun 

063 crocodile/ 

buaya 
xɑˈjɑmbu hɑbɑ hɛˈbu hɛˈbu nɑŋˈgɔ nɑŋˈgo --no entry-- nɑŋˈgo nɑŋgox 

064 leech/lintah ˈkɑrijɑŋ ˈkɑlijɑŋ ˈkɑrijɑ / kɛˈjɑ səˈsiŋ xɑˈdɔ ˈɣɑdo --no entry-- xɑˈdɔ kɑˈdɔʔ 

065 cassowary/ 

kasuari 
ˈkɑru wɛ kuwɛʔ kuˈwɛ kɑuˈwɛ koˈjo ˈkud ͡ʒu --no entry-- koˈd͡ʒo koˈjoʔ 

066 ant/semut ˈsithɑ(ɣɑ) ˈsətɑhɑ ɲogoˈnijo ɲogoˈnɔ kounˈdɑ ˈkʊinˈdɑ --no entry-- rɑˈki konˈdɑh 

067 cuscus/kuskus 

pohon 
ˈkumɑʔ ˈkumɑʔ kiso kuˈmɑʔ ˈkiso koˈmɑʔ doˈxou̯kʰ doˈɣɔkʰ --no entry-- doˈɣogʰ doˈxokʰ 

068 tree kangaroo/ 

laolao 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- nɑˈgwɑ jɑˈwɑn 

069 kangaroo/ 

kanguru 

ˈjɛmi / 

soɣoˈwi 

sobɑˈxi /  

sobɑˈɣɑi ̯
kiso sɑbɑˈɣɑi ̯ ˈkiso subɑˈɣɑi ̯ tɪbɑˈɣɑi ̯ tɛmbɑˈɣɑt ͡s --no entry-- toˈgoipʰ tɪbɑih̯i ̥

070 tree/pohon ˌkɑsoˈro 
debɑˈxe / 

debɑˈɣɑi ̯
dɛpɑɣɑi ̯ debɑˈɣɑɪ ̯ dɛ dɛ dɛ dɛ dɛ 

071 bark/ 

kulit kayu 
kɑsoroxɑ xɑ dɛˈbɑhɑ debɑɣɑɪ ̯ˈxɑ dɛˈrumb deˈrumb dɛˈrumb dɛˈrumb deˈrumb 
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072 leaf/daun ɑnɑˈroŋ 
sijoˈgu / 

ˈiŋgeɾo 

bɛbɑjõŋ / 

bɛbɑɣɑij̯õŋ 
bebaɣɑɪj̯õŋ iˈri ˈderi iˈri iˈri iˈri 

073 root/akar tɑˈtɛ ˈxɑjo 
dɛbɑˈhɑjo / 

ˈhɑjo 
ˈhɑjo kɛmˈbɛ ˈkɑnbɛ --no entry-- ˈkɑmbɛ ˈkɛmbɛ 

074 thorn/duri jɑməɣõŋ ˈjomoxo jomoˈɣo jomoˈhõ bɑnəˈpi ˈtetox bɑnəˈpi teˈtox bɑmˈpi 

075 seed/biji ro duˈlo muˈgo muˈgo moˈki moˈkit ͡s --no entry-- moˈɣod ͡ʒ mukuhi ̥

076 betel nut/ 

pinang 
ˈjɛwɛ suku ˈʍijo soːfijoˈjo sukɑ fijoˈjo iˈkɑ ˈikɑʔ --no entry-- ˈikɑ jɑˈɣɑo 

077 chewing betel/ 

sirih 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- ˈdɑdɑm --no entry-- --no entry-- dɑˈdɑm --no entry-- 

078 lime/kapur --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- xɑˈmen --no entry-- 
079 green coconut / 
kelapa muda ˈpejo ˈtɑwɛ ˈpɪjɑ tɑŋ peˈjotɑ pɑˈjo tɑ̃ pɑjodɑŋˈgɑh pɑjo wɑˈpɑt̚ --no entry-- wɑˈpɑtʰ pɑjodɑŋˈgɑh 

080 coconut/ kelapa 

(tua) 
ˈpejo ˈkɑɾu pɪjo ˈkɑru pejo wɑˈkɑru pɑˈjo kɑuwo pɑjoˈmi pɑjo ˈmit ͡s --no entry-- pɑjo mid ͡ʒ pɑjoˈmihi ̥

081 banana/pisang sɯ sɯ̃ sɯ su nɑpɑr nɑˈper --no entry-- nɑˈpɛr nɑpɑr 

082 salt/garam --no entry-- --no entry-- dɑˈgɑse / dasɛ ˈdɑsɛ ⁿdɑn ⁿdɑn --no entry-- ⁿdɑn ⁿdɑn 

083 cassava/kasbi deˈɣɑ dɛˈɣɑ ˌtobideˈgɑh teˌbidiˈkɑ deˈkɑ ˈkɛt ͡s --no entry-- deˈkɑ deˈkɑh 

084 breadfruit/ 

sukun 
ˈjɑwo joˈwoŋ ˈjõŋwo jɑˈwo nɑˈnupʰ mɑˈnup̚ --no entry-- mɑˈnupʰ mɑˈnup 

085 taro/keladi wi ʍĩ togoˈmuʔ iˈwiʔ 
tokoˈmi / 

toxoˈmi 
taxoˈmit ͡s --no entry-- toɣo mid ͡ʒ toˈmih 

086 sweet potato/ 

betatas 
ˈidiŋ ˈtɑbi 

tebibɑˈwo / 

toˈbi 
teˈbi bɑˈwo --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- kɑbˈrɑrɑ --no entry-- 
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087 sago tree/ 

pohon sagu 
du ˈbɑgi d̪ʲu ˈdʲu ˌdu hɑˈbɑŋ bɑɪ ̯ ˈbɑt ͡s --no entry-- bɑd ͡ʒ bɑihi ̥

088 sago flour/isi 

sagu 
du ˈkɑde dʲu kɑˈdu dukoˈro dukoˈru bɑɪ ̯ ˈbɑt ͡s --no entry-- bɑd ͡ʒəˈkɑ bɑiˈmotʰ 

089 sago porridge/ 

papeda 
ˈdɪɣejo --no entry-- duwɑhori ˈjɑ du wɑhoriˈjɑ 

koˈdɑkʰ / 

koˈdɑk̚ 
xoˈdɑɣɑbɑi --no entry-- xoˈdɑx kodɑˈxɑ 

090 sago pancake/ 

sinole 
--no entry-- --no entry-- 

dugɛrjo / 

pejodu 
du geˈjo bɑik̯uˈwɑli ˈbɑikidɑʔ --no entry-- kiˈdɑ bɑikuˈwɑli 

091 rice/beras piˈjoki xoˈɣo dʲu xoɣo ˈdu xoˈɣoi ˈdu rɑki moˈkɑʔ ˌrɑkimoˈkɑ --no entry-- ˈrɑkiˈmokɑ rɑki muˈkɑh 

092 rice/nasi nɑˈsi xoˈɣo dʲu xoɣo ˈdu xoˈɣoi ˈdu rɑki moˈkɑʔ ˌrɑkimoˈkɑ --no entry-- ˈrɑkiˈmokɑ rɑki muˈkɑh 

093 bamboo/ 

bambu 
ʍiˈjoʔ ˈʍijoʔ ˈfijo ˈɸijo / ˈfijo oˈpok̚ oˈpox --no entry-- oˈpox oˈpoxo̥ 

094 kunai/ 

alang-alang 
siso ˈsɯwɛʔ ˈmumuso ˈsɛso rɛˈpo tɛˈtou --no entry-- tɛˈtɑu rɛˈpo 

095 rattan/rotan ˈjoɣomo joˈɣu joˈɣo joˈɣu rupʰ ˈrup --no entry-- rupʰ rupʰ 

096 soil/tanah soˈxo soˈxo soˈɣo soˈɣo moˈɣon moˈɣɔn moˈɣon moˈɣɔn moˈɣɔn 

097 stone/batu iˈro 
soˈxo / 

irosigɛʔ 
ˌijobˈgi 

ˈijobgi / 

ijobiˈgi 
tiŋˈgi ˈteŋɣit ͡s tiŋˈgi teŋˈɣid ͡ʒ teŋgi 

098 sand/pasir ˈgiriŋ gɛˈri geˈsi geˈsi ᵑgɛm ˈgɛm ᵑgɛm ᵑgem ŋgem 

099 beach/pantai wɑdiˈtɑgɑ ˈwidi ˈbɑgɑʔ miˈmijo mimiˈjo muiˈrɑkɑ --no entry-- --no entry-- ᵑgem ɣɑˈɣɑd ͡ʒ ᵑgemoɣɑxɑi 

100 mud/lumpur ˈsɯru ˈsɯru soˈru soduˈwo riˈbu / kɑˈɪndə ̯ ˈribu --no entry-- ˈkeːnd kɑˈɪnd 

101 water/air ɛ oɣo ˈoɣo oˈɣo mi mit ͡s --no entry-- mid ͡ʒ mei ̯̍hiɪ̥ 

102 sea/laut ˈwɑdi oɣo kʲijogu kʲijoˈɣu 

ɣandam 

maman 

warok̚ robɑ 

--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- 
mehiɪ̥ 

ˈɣɑndɑm 
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103 river/sungai uˈtuɸoŋ ˈwid͡ʒi 
ˈoɣo jɑˈɣɑ / 

ˈwiri 
uˈɾi eˈnəm ˈenem --no entry-- tɑˈɣɑ eˈnem 

104 lake/danau ɛsəˈro --no entry-- 
wiˈsiro / 

wisɑkʲijo 
uˈso mɑˈtu ˈmɑtu --no entry-- mɑˈtuʔ mɑtu 

105 cloud/awan xuˈxɑjɑ ˈxuxɑjo ɑˈku houˈɑku dɑɣɑʊtʰ doˈɣogu --no entry-- teˈmɛʔ ˈdɑgɑxu 

106 rain/hujan ɑː ɑː ɑ ɑ ɑˈɣɑid̯ ɑˈɣɑid --no entry-- ɑˈɣɑid̯ ɑˈɣɑid 

107 sky/langit 

(biru) 
xoˈsiɾi ˈxou hũm / hou hou teˈmɛʔ ˈtɛme --no entry-- teˈmɛʔ ˈtɛmɛʔ 

108 wind/angin ˈkiɸi momoˈɣoʔ ˈmomoɣo kiˈfi berokʰ tɑˈɣɑɪ ̯ --no entry-- tɑˈɣɑɪ ̯ ˈkoxo / tɑɣɑɪ 

109 sun/matahari ˈsɑwe ˈsowɑʔ sɑˈwɑʔ sɑˈwɑʔ tɑˈpɑkʰ tɑˈpɑx --no entry-- tɑˈpɑx ˈtɑˈpɑxɑ 

110 moon/bulan bɪˈdiŋ ˈbɪdɪ kɑˈmuʔ kɑˈmuʔ kɑˈmu ˈkɑmu --no entry-- kɑˈmu kɑˈmox 

111 night/malam ˈɑsɯ ˈɑsɯ ɑˈsɯ ɑˈsɯ riˈrɑ ˈutuko / ˈrirɑ --no entry-- riˈrɑ ˈrirɑ 

112 star/bintang miŋ mi mi mi ˈmind ˈmind --no entry-- ˈmind minˈdɪ 

113 fire/api d ͡ziŋ ˈindo ˈindo inˈdo reˈkɑ ˈrekɑ --no entry-- reˈkɑ ˈrekɑ 

114 smoke/asap ˈɑku ˈiniku ˈinku ˌindoˈku ɑˈkuʔ ˈɑku --no entry-- ɑˈkuʔ ˈɑkuʔ 

115 ashes/abu tɑˈki ˈtɑkɪ sinodoˈɣo sinodoˈgo pop ˈpɑdɛ --no entry-- popˈrɑu ˈpoprɑu 

116 forest/hutan ˈgɑsi ˌbetɑˈxɑ betɑˈɣɑʔ bɪtɑˈɣɑʔ koˈbu ɣoxbukʰ --no entry-- xoˈbugʰ koˈbu 

117 mountain/ 

gunung 

soxo 

ˈbunɑɣɑŋ 

ˈsoxɑ habɛ / 
ˈsoxɑ bɛ /  
ˈsoxa bɛʃɑxɑ 

sogo ʃɑˈɣɑ soˈɣo ʃɑː diˈjɑ xɑbɑikʰ --no entry-- diˈd ͡ʒɑ moɣon ˈdɑɣɑu 

118 garden/kebun ˈɣijoŋ ˈgijoŋ kʲijɑ̃ giˈɲo̰ŋ muˈmuʔ ˈmumu --no entry-- muˈmuʔ --no entry-- 

119 house/rumah xɑ̃ĩŋ ˈxɑ̃xĩŋ ˈɑ̃ɸɑgɑŋ ɑˈfɑŋ uˈri ˈuri --no entry-- uˈri uˈri 

120 roof/atap ˈduɣi doɣɪ ˈdʊgɪ doˈgɛ job ˈjɑb --no entry-- jobʰ ˈjob 

121 village/ 

kampung 
ˈbusɯ busɯ ˈbusu buˈsu buˈɑkʰ bugɑx --no entry-- buˈgɑx buɑˈxɑ 
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122 fence/pagar ˈxɑɾi ˈhɑɾijɑ ˈxɑjɑ hɑi ˈtɑb ˈtɑːb --no entry-- tɑbʰ --no entry-- 

123 rope/tali piɾiˈjo ˈjoɣo joˈɣo joˈɣo rupʰ ˈrupʰ --no entry-- rupʰ rup̚ 

124 canoe/perahu jɑˈxuŋ ˈjoxu joˈɸu joˈɸuŋ d ͡ʒun d ͡ʒun --no entry-- d ͡ʒun ind 

125 paddle/ dayung kɑfi / kɑɸi ˈkɑxɛ kɑˈɸɪ kɑˈfi bɑkʰ bɑx --no entry-- bɑx ˈbɑx 

126 path (road)/ 

jalanan 
jɛdi ˈɑɣi jɛˈri jɛˈdi joŋˈgor jɑŋˈgor --no entry-- jɑŋˈgor joŋˈgor 

127 machete/ 

parang 
ɸɑrɑŋˈgɑ --no entry-- tɑˈɣɑɪ ̯/ tɑˈxugɛ tɑˈɣɑɪ ̯ kɑk̚ ʊmbeˈrɑ nɑmɑˈɑkɑ --no entry-- ɑˈkipʰ nɑmɑˈkɑ 

128 axe/kapak ˈjɑmɑʔ xɑbu / ˈjɑmɑ ˈxɑbu hɑˈbu ᵑgetʰ getʰ --no entry-- ᵑgetʰ ᵑgetʰ 

129 bow/busur dũŋ dũŋ dũŋ dũŋ miːʔ miː --no entry-- mi miː 

130 arrow/ 

anak panah 
dibiˈsi ˈdibisi diˈbisi dibiˈsi roˈro mɑtʰ --no entry-- mɑtʰ ˈroro 

131 knife/pisau ˈwɑki ˈwoki ˈwoki wiˈki toˈkɑkʰ tokɑkʰ --no entry-- toˈkɑkʰ tokʰ 

132 net bag/noken ˈkɑmu ɛɲɑ / kɑxu kɔˈsuno kosuˈno juˈpi iˈbɑ --no entry-- iˈbɑʔ/jɑˈpi iˈbɑxɑ 

133 this/ini ˈniɣo nokɪdi noˈki / noˈkiri noˈki koˈdɛ koˈdɛkʰ --no entry-- koˈdɛʔ ˈsotɛ 

134 that/itu ˈxɑtgo wokɪdi iˈki / iˈkiri iˈki kopˈdɛ kopˈdek̚ --no entry-- oˈpo kodɛʔ 

135 here/di sini tɑnːəmɑ nokɪdi noˈkiri nokiˈri kopdɛ ˈkɑpere kɑmɛ --no entry-- ˌkodekɑˈpɛ ˈkopdɛʔ 

136 there/di situ tenːəˈmɑmɑ iwokɪdi woˈkiri / ikiri ikəˈri kopərə ˈkɑpere 
kopdekɑpɛ / 

kopdekʰkɑpɛ 
--no entry-- kopˈdɛ kodkɑp̚ 

137 over there/ 

di sana 
ˈxɑtmɑ iwokʲoxo noˈkiri hokiˈri ɑpɑmɑˈdɛʔ koˈpo --no entry-- oˈpo oˈpou 

138 above/di atas siˈɾi ʃɑxɑ ʃɑˈxɑ si dɑɣɑuwɑpe doɣogɑˈpe --no entry-- dɑɣɑguɑˈpɛ dɑu̯wop̚ 

139 below/ 

di bawah 
xu / xuh xu ɸu fu moɣonɑˈpe moɣonɑˈpe --no entry-- moɣonɑˈpɛ moɣoˈnɑp̚ 
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140 in front/ 

di depan 
ˈmiɣi ˈmiɣinɑ 

ˈməmɑŋgege / 

sɑˈmɑʔ 
sɑˈmɑʔ mijɑɣɑjɑˈpe mĩjɑɣɑjɑˈpe --no entry-- meɣɑjɑˈpɛ mɑɣɑˈjɑp̚ 

141 behind/ 

di belakang 
mo mo ˈmo mo wɑˈkɑpe wɑkɑˈpe --no entry-- wɑkɑˈpe ˈwɑkɑp̚ 

142 inside/ 

di dalam 
ˈwomu woˈmu woˈmu woˈmu mɑˈɣauwɑpe moɣowɑˈpe --no entry-- mɑɣɑguwɑˈpe ˈmou̯wɑp̚ 

143 outside/di luar xɑ / xɑmɑ xɑ ˈimɑ iˈmɑ rupɑˈwɑpe rupɑˈpe --no entry-- mugɑɣɑˈpe ˈrupɑpe 

144 left/kiri we ɑu̯xɑ ɑwɑmporo 
ɑu̯wɑˈwɑ / 

ɑwɑmporoŋ 
ɑˈrɑk̚ tɑb ɑrɣɑpe --no entry-- ɑˈrɑx ɑrɑˈɣɑ 

145 right/kanan ˈou ɑu̯wɑmɛˈnɑ ɑwɑmenɛ ˈɑwɑmenɛʔ mɑrˈpun mɑrˈpun --no entry-- mɑrˈpun mɑrˈpum 

146 black/hitam ˈsiɾi siˈɾi siˈri si oˈtopʰ oˈtop̚ oˈtopʰ oˈtopʰ oˈtopʰ 

147 white/putih ˈxɑjɑ xɑˈjo hɑˈjo hɑˈjo kɑmurɑpʰ ˈɣɑjɑ kɑmurɑp̚ ɑˈjo kɑpkob 

148 red/merah ˈkɑŋgo kɑŋˈgɔʔ ˈkɑŋgo kɑŋˈgo doɣɑjɑˈrɑp̚ kɑbkɔb kɑbɑɣɑben kɑbəˈkob ˈdoxo̥ 

149 green/hijau --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- iˈtox --no entry-- 

150 blue/biru --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- boɣorˈɣɑnɑ --no entry-- 

151 yellow/kuning ˈwoɣo tiˈjɑʔ ˈtijɑ tɛˈjɑ --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- ˈɑu --no entry-- 

152 all/semua ˈiniˌmuʔ ˈmɑbiʔ ˈurumij̯ɑɣɑ goˈgo domɑrɑˈkɛn domogoˈnam --no entry-- domɑˈmɑn ᵐbojoho̥ 

153 many/banyak inumusijemɑ ˈmɑbiʔ mɑbi goˈgo ɑrpɑde ˌɑniˈpɑdi --no entry-- ɑdi ɑˈnep ɑniˈpɑdɛ 

154 one/satu ˈsikrɛ kɑmi sigɛ isiˈgɛ kɑmsiˈgɛ jɑɣɑnd dijoɣond dihond diˈɣɑndʰ xɑjɑɣɑˈmɑh 

155 two/dua koruˈmɑʔ ˈkurumɑ ˈokumɑ okuˈmɑ 
xɑjɑɣɑmɑr / 

kɑjɑɣɑmɑr 
kɑd ͡ʒɑɣɑmɑd 

xɑjɑɣɑmɑr / 

kɑjɑɣɑmɑr 
ɣɑjɑɣɑˈmɑ xɑjɑɣɑˈmɑh 

156 three/tiga 
kumɑn 

diˈmɑʔ 
kuruˈsijo ˌokumɑˈsijo okumɪsiˈjo boɣoˈjo 

kɑjɑɣɑmɑ 

diɣond 
--no entry-- 

ɑmːɑr 

ɣɑjɑɣɑˈmɑ 
--no entry-- 

157 four/empat 
soɣon 

deˈmɑ 

ˈkurumɑ 

ˈkurumɑ 

okumɑ 

ˈkumɑmɑ 
sʲɑŋgre --no entry-- 

kɑjɑɣɑmɑ 

dijoɣond 
--no entry-- kodikinˈdɛn --no entry-- 
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158 five/lima 
bidɑgɑ 

ʍimɑ 
biˈdʲi kumɑ ˈbiru kumɑ biru kuˈmɑ --no entry-- 

kɑjɑɣɑmɑ 

dijoɣond 
--no entry-- ɑmˈdɑkʰ --no entry-- 

159 six/enam bidɪ tisije 
bidʲikumɑ 

bidiɸisike 
bɪrekumo ɸireɸi 

bir ikum 

bərɑwiworo 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- 

160 seven/tujuh 
bidɪ 

gurumɑʔ 

ˈbidʲiɸi 

kurumɑ 

birekumo bireɸi 

ukumɑ 

birikum hoːm 

pʲijɑɣɑ 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- 

161 eight/delapan 
bidɪ 

gumɑngimɑʔ 

bidʲiɸi kurumɑ 

ˈsijo 

birekumo bireɸi 

ukumɑ sijo 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- 

162 nine/sembilan 
bidɪ 

soɣondeˈmɑʔ 

bidʲiɸi kurumɑ 

kurumɑ 

birekumo bireɸi 

sɑŋgre 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- 

163 ten/sepuluh bibimɑ bibidʲi ˈkumɑ biˈbiru kumɑ 
birikuˈmɑ 

birikuˈmɑ 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- 

ɑmˈdɑx 

ɣɑjɑɣɑˈmɑ 
ᵐbojoho̥ 

164 twenty/ 

dua puluh 

xobigi 

ˈkuruˌmɑ 
--no entry-- ɑxugub isiˈgɛ 

ohugu isige 

gobuŋ 
--no entry-- --no entry-- --no entry-- 

ɑmdɑx ɑneˈpɑ 

dɛ 
ɑnipɑˈdɛ 

165 big/besar ˈgɑbuŋ joˈdu ˈɸikojɑɣɑ fiˈko poˈjɑrɑp̚ poˈgɔt ͡s poxojɑnep̚ mɑɣɑˈtimɑx poitɑp̚ ɑnep̚ 

166 small/kecil monoˈɣodiŋ ˈwɑdi ˈwɑri wɑˈɾi rɑbɑˈɣɑɪ rɑbɑˈgɑi rɑbɑˈɣɑi d ͡ʒoɣonrɑxɑi rɑbɑˈɣɑi 

167 old (things)/ 

lama 
ˈsimi poˈsɯ posijɑˈɣɑ poˈsɯ miˈtu mɑgɑtiˈkɑn mɑɣɑkitɑn mɑɣɑtiˈkɑn mɑːtih 

168 new/baru ˈtogɔ koto gegeˈtɔ kɑtuˈgo noxoˈko moxoˈkɔ 
namarunde / 

noɣoˈkore 

nɑɣɑmɑndun 

(rɑxɑɪ) 
noːkoh 

169 old (people)/ 

tua 
joɣoɣoˈro tɑme ˈɑujoɣo ˈɑujowo kɑˈɲɑk ˈpɑtu maxatitau poguˈrɑ nɑmɑrˈɣɑi 

170 young/muda ˈxɑdɑɣɑi kedɑˈxi suˈbɑ suˈbɑŋ noɣoˈko noxoˈko noɣoˈko noɣoˈke nɑmɑˈrun 

171 hot/panas ˈɑpɑ ɑpoxo ˈɑpogo ˈɑpɑ / ɑpoˈɣo ˈkir kirɑˈnepʰ kirɑˈnepʰ kir tɑpɑjɑnˈgɛ 

172 cold/dingin ˈtɑru tɑˈɾu toˈru ˈtou / toˈdu xokʰ / kokʰ koɣɑˈnep̚ kox kox kox 
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173 good/baik ˈpɑri mɑŋɣoxo ˈmɑŋgoˈo jɛˈfi bɑjɑˈrɑp̚ bɑjoɣonɑˈnep bɑjɑˈrɑp̚ bɑjɑˈɣɔn morɑˈmirnɛ 

174 bad/rusak 

(jahat) 
ˈkijoŋ kijo ˈkʲijo kenˈjõ 

jɑmɑn bɛk̚ / 

jɑmɑrɑp̚ 
jɑmɑˈnepʰ --no entry-- jɑˈmɑ nepʰ jɑmɑh 

175 sharp/tajam ˈkisiŋ kɪˈse ˈkɪsi keˈsin bɑrˈjɑrɑp̚ 
bɑrɛ / bɑrɛ 

nepʰ 
tɑmɑŋ kəpe bɑˈrɛ ˈbɑrɛ 

176 dull/tumpul biˈjo muʃu ˈmɑŋgɑdɛ mɑgəˈrɛ ˈbubu ˈbubu ˈbubu buˈbu buˈbuh 

177 near/dekat kinɑˈɣɑ̃ŋ tiˈkinɑ ˈtekinɑ/ɑkɛnɑ ɑkˈnɑ kirɣɑn kindɑˈɣɑn ˈkiroɣon kirˈɣɔn domoˈɣɑɪ 

178 far/jauh ˈxɑ̃mɑ̃ŋ xɑˈmɑʔ ˈhɑmɲɑɣɑ hɑˈmɑ moɣonpeːmbɑk  ̚ rɑruˈin --no entry-- ˈrɑruwin pɪˈjo 

179 wet/basah ˈkɑkɛ keˈkɛ ˈsoɣo suˈɣu borˈbɑnduʔ kɑˈkɑɪ borˈbɑnduʔ xonəmɛ kɑˈkɑɪ 

180 dry/kering sɛ sɑŋ kɑˈrɑ kɑˈjɑ popor ˈpopor --no entry-- poˈbor bomot kɑˈpo 

181 long/panjang piˈɾi ˈpiɾi / pili ˈpiɾi piˈɾi pijombɑkʰ pɛjɑnep --no entry-- pɛ pɪjoɑnep̚ 

182 short (things)/ 

pendek 
ˈbɑɣo ˈbɑɣo ˈbɑgo bɑˈgo domɑˈkɑi domɑˈɣɑɪ --no entry-- domɑ ɣɑɪ ̯ domɑˈɣɑxɪ 

183 tall/tinggi siˈɾi ʃɑxɑ ʃɑɣɑ / pirijɑɣɑ pirijɑˈɣɑ pijoɑnəp̚ doxoɣɑ nep --no entry-- pejɑˈnepʰ pɪjoˈgɑdɑnepʰ 

184 short (people)/ 

pendek 
ˈbutɑɣɑ mukɑ muˈkɑ / bagu moˈkɑ̃ domɑˈɣɑi moɣonɑ nep --no entry-- moɣonərɑɣɑɪ ̯ moɣondrɑɪ 

185 blind/buta kiro ˈpɛjo ˈkijo poɾo kʲijoˈtɑmɛ kʲiˈjo pɑˈjo kindɑˈgɑtʰ kindɑˈɣɑtʰ kindɑˈgɑtʰ kindɑˈɣɑtʰ kindɑgɑt bɑxɑ 

186 deaf/tuli suruŋ ˈpɛjo sutoˈdɛ sutoˈre suntoˈdɛ monoˈin monuˈwin monoˈin moˈnin munuin 

187 see/lihat ɸiˈtɑʔne ɸiˈtoxoʔ ɸiˈtoɣo etoˈɣo kɑˈmɑtɔ kɑnden kɑˈmɑtɔ kɑˈmɑtɔ ˈkɑndɑn 

188 hear/dengar dɑˈdi ɑweˈdɑgi ˈdɑgɪ ɑrɛˈwa kɑbokɔˈkɑ ˌkɑpokɑ wɑrkokɑ kɑtɑkəˈdɛ kɑbukoˈkɑ 

189 know/tahu nɑˈɸɑŋ ɛˈdɑdi nɑˈɸɑmoɣo nɑˈfɑ̃ŋ boboˈkɔkɑ kɑdiɑ nep nimaɣɑre nəmɑˈɣɑrɛ tɑhuboonɛʔ 

190 speak/berkata ruˈrodɑʔ ɛˈɾodi oboˈjoɣo ujoˈɣo tumiˈjorbɑ kɑbɑx tumɛʔ kɑˈbɑx kɑˈbɑxɑ̥ 

191 tired/cape kunugiˈki 
kunuwoˈmo / 

kunuwoˈmoxo 
guˈnu woməɣo kunuwomoˈɣo 

kindɑn 

orokoɣon 

kindɑ 

oronoɣoin 
kindɑnd 

ˈkindɑn 

wɑntɛɣɑ 
boɣoˈnoun 

192 afraid/takut ˈmokiki mokiki ˈmokiri moˈki rɑkɑp̚ rɑgɑˈpɑn rɑkɑp̚ rɑɣɑˈpɑn rɑˈgɑp 
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193 sleep/tidur ˈkunu konuɑjɛ kunuɑˈjɛ ˌkunuɑˈd ͡ʒɛ ˈkindɑn kindɑn kapen ˈkindɑn kinˈdɑn kindɑn kʰɑpen 

194 sit/duduk bɑˈnu bɑxe bɑˈxɑɪ ̯ bɑˈɣɑɪ/bɑˈhɛ kɑˈpindokʰ kɑˈpindok kɑˈpindokʰ kɑˈpindokʰ kɑˈpindok̚ 

195 wake up/ 

bangun 
doˈtodi 

doˈtoxi / 

dotog 
dotəˈnoɣɛ dotoˈɣoi ̯ kɑbəˈpɑɣɑjem kɑbrid͡ʒ ɣɑjem kɑbəˈpɑɣɑjem kɑbupɑxɑɪm̯ kɑbəˈpɑːjem 

196 awaken/ 

kasih bangun 
nɑɸiˈnũ dotonɑxi ˈniɸinu 

nefiˈnu 

dotoˈɣoi ̯
kɑbəpɑɣɑin̯ɔʔ kʰɑbriˈd ͡ʒu kɑbəpɑɣɑin̯ɔʔ 

kɑbəˈriju / 

kabəpɑɣɑˈnɔ 
kɑbəriˈjɑu 

197 stand/berdiri mɑˈsimɛʔ misinɑ ˈmisinɑ ˌmisiˈjɛ kɑbəˈkɑrip kɑbɑˈrin kɑbəˈkɑrip kɑbukɑˈrib kɑˈbɑrin 

198 walk/ 

jalan kaki 

woɸənɑ 

ɑˈɣijɑ 
ɑɣi ˈnɑɣɑɪ ̯

woˈfɪŋ 

kumuɑˈɣɑi 

rɑmuɑmɑn 

kɑtɑk̚ 
kɑrɑk --no entry-- rɑmuˈwɑmɑn kɑˈtɑkʰ 

199 run/lari bɑrniˈki 
ˈginɑxi / 

ˈginɑɣɑi ̯
ˈbundi nɑɣɑɪ ̯ buˈni ɑˈɣɑi ̯ miŋˈgɑmɑn kɑrkit miŋˈgɑmɑn meŋˈgɑmɑn məŋgɑm 

200 swim/berenang ˈkĩŋ xoˈki 
ˌtɑˈmɑxi / 

ˌtɑˈmɑɣɑi ̯
ˈtɑmu ˈnɑɣɑɪ ̯ tɑˈmu ɑˈɣɑi ̯ kɑbɑhok̚ kɑbɑˈɣok kɑbɑhok̚ biˈjɑmɑn kəbɑhuk̚ 

201 fly/terbang ˈburuŋgi 
burnɑxi / 

burnɑɣɑi ̯
bu ˈnɑɣɑɪ ̯ ˈbuŋ ɑˈɣɑi ̯ murɑˈkuk̚ kərɑˈkɛk murɑˈkuk̚ kurɑˈgukʰ kɑprɑˈkek̚ 

202 wash/cuci ˈɛkuŋgi ˈoxo kunu ˈsusunu uroxoˈkuŋgu kɑɨmuˈtɑi kɑmɑtdɔn kɑɨmuˈtɑi kɑməˈtɑu kɑmətɑjemok̚ 

203 scratch/garuk nɑˈɣi xɑxɑːˈɣi ɑˈɣi giˈgi kɑrkɑiˈməkʰ kɑrkimɑk --no entry-- kɑrˈkiməkʰ ˈkɑrkɑib 

204 hold/pegang nɑˈdi nedi ˈneɾi jɑˈɣɑ kɑpiˈtekʰ kɑpitok --no entry-- kɑˈpitəkʰ kɑpitek̚ 

205 split (wood)/ 

belah 
ˈwɑɣɑrɑ(m) wɑxɑnuʔ ˈwɑɣɑnu hɑˈnigi kɑrˈkɑːb kɑbɑrkɑxɑb --no entry-- ˌkɑbrkɑˈxɑb kɑrkɑʔb 

206 tie/ikat ɑdeɸɑŋ ɑdiɸnɑ nɑɾɑ ɑrˈɸɛʔ kɑk bɑxɑnək̚ jɑŋɣ --no entry-- ˈkɑbəkʰɑˌxɑnəkʰ 
kɑgmɑnɑ 

kɑxɑnɑkʰ 

207dig/gali nɑˈku ɑkujɑ ˈnuku joˈɣu jɑrɑˈwɑʔ --no entry-- --no entry-- kɑˈkɑwɑʔ kɑkoˈrok̚ 

208 stab/tikam ʊˈki ɸu nu ˈfu jɑˈkijɑu kɑkɑˈruwɑ kɑˈkijɑu kɑbəˈkɛpɑʔ kɑki ˈɣau 
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English/ 
Indonesian 

Awyu: 
Busiri 

Awyu: 
Ketah 

Awyu: 
Nohon 

Awyu: 
Taim 

Yagay: 
Kogo 

Yaqay: 
Kotup 

Yaqay: 
Rayam 

Yaqay: 
Wairu 

Yaqay: 
Wanggate 

209 fall/jatuh 
ɑkrimːɑ 

ruˈki 
budomidi buroˈmo buroˈmo kəbkijɑi kebəkoxomik̚ kubkʲiju ˌkobəkiˈjɑu kebˈkɛ 

210 drop(tr)/ 

kasih jatuh 

kusumoɣi 

ruki 
budomidi 

ˈtosuno 

ˈburomo 

kusuˈmo 

buruˈmo 
imbrembrokʰ kɑbəkijɑmɑn --no entry-- ˌkɑbəkɑmbər̍ok  h

jarbkei / jɑbʔ 

kembrok̚ 

211 bathe/mandi ˈɛkiŋgi oˈxɔ ɑkimɛ oˈɣo ɑkimɛ oˈɣo ɑkiˈmɛ poˈgɔm poɣɔˈmɑn --no entry-- poɣuˈmɑn pouˈmɑn 

212 bathe/ 

kasih mandi 
nɑ̃/ɑdi oˈxɔ neki oɣo ˈniki oˈɣo ˈnɛki 

poˈgom 

jogobrɑi 

poɣɔmɑn 

kobrɑu 

poˈɣɔm 

jogobrɑi 
kobˈrɑu kobˈrɑxe 

213 eat/makan ɛˈkunũ ɑnˈdi ɑɾi ɑˈri kɑˈbɑɪ kɑˈbɑɪ noɣobɑi kɑˈbɑɪ kɑˈbɑɪ 

214 drink/minum ˈɑmi ɑˈmi ɑˈmi ɑˈmi norɑˈdok̚ kɑdɑxɑdok̚ --no entry-- ˈkɑrkɑdɔkʰ ˈkɑrɑgɑdok̚ 

215 kill/bunuh nɑˈu ˈudi nuwɑne ˈugu ˈkuŋgu nobɑˈkɑ kɑbɑˈkɑ nobɑˈkɑ kɑbɑˈkɑʔ kɑbɑkːɑ 

216 die/mati kuŋˈgi ˈkuŋgi ˈkuŋku ˈkuŋgu kəpˈduwɑ kɛpuˈduwɑ kəpˈduwɑ ˈbɛpduwɑ kɑpˈduwɑ 

217 give/ beri 

(kasih) 
nɑˈdɛ kuˈdɔdi ˈkuro kuˈro kopˈnoxon kɑwɑndoɣon korobroɣon mɑʔ joɣoˈkɑndɑ 

218 come/datang dɛ ˈdɔʔ dɔ dɔ ˈɑmmɑdɪ 
kɑnɑm / 

kamatun 
ˈɑmmɑdɪ ɑmɛ ˈkɑnɑm 

219 go/pergi noˈɣi ˈnɑxi noˈxoi noˈxoi kɑˈtɑkʰ kɑrɑkʰ kɑˈtɑkʰ ˈindɑmeɪ ̯ kɑˈtɑkʰ 

220 laugh/tertawa ɑbˈgiŋ ɑbgigi 
gogoˈmo / 

ɑbgigi 
ɑbəˈgi ɣɑɪˈrɛ xɑɪ ̯ ɣɑɪˈrɛ xɑɪ ̯ ɣɑi 

221 cry/menangis iˈfɛ iɸeruki ɛɸeugu ɪˈɸɛˈugu nɑˈmɑh nɑˈmɑ nɑˈmɑh nɑˈmɑʔ nɑˈmɑb 

222 burn(intr)/ 

bakar 
ˈd ͡ziŋ doɣɪ 

indoxo / 

indɔxo 
indodɔgo ˈindo ˈdogo nopʲijɑu kɑpiˈjɑu nopʲijɑu wɑrˈpʲijɑu wɑpʲijɑhu̥ 

223 burn(tr)/ 

membakar 
d ͡ziŋ duki indokundi nuru ˈdugu kɑpʲijɑˈkun kinimɑt napijau kɑpʲijɑˈkun wɑrpʲijɑu kɑmət̯ərɑdeh 

224 dry in sun/ 

menjemur 
ˈririŋgi soɑ tokuwe sowɑto ˈkuɸunɑ 

sɑˈwɑtok̚ 

kuɸunɑni 
kʷɑˈreb kʊwɑˈreb kʷɑˈreb kʰɑwɑˈrep kʷɑˈkɑken 
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English/ 
Indonesian 

Awyu: 
Busiri 

Awyu: 
Ketah 

Awyu: 
Nohon 

Awyu: 
Taim 

Yagay: 
Kogo 

Yaqay: 
Kotup 

Yaqay: 
Rayam 

Yaqay: 
Wairu 

Yaqay: 
Wanggate 

225 blow/tiup ɸunuŋ ˈɸundi ˈɸunu tohuˈmːo kɑkɑˈpɛ kɑkɑˈpɛ kɑkɑˈpɛ kɑˈpɛ kɑˈpɛ 

226 hit/pukul ˈiɸuro ˈɣɪ ˈuɸɛ uɸɪnɑ ifiˈjoo imbɑˈkɑ kɑbɑˈkɑ imbɑˈkɑ kɑbɑˈkɑʔ kɑˈbɑkɑh 

227 search/cari ɑguɸine ɑˈguːdi ɑguɸinɑ ɑˈgugu inuwɑˈbob ˈkɑkuwɑbob inuwɑˈbob ˌkɑwɑˈbob ˈkɑwɑbob 

228 shoot/panah tinɛ tiˈɸidi tiɸinɑ ˈtiŋgi ˈimːuruˈkun kɑrɑkɑrib ˈimːuruˈkun ˌkɑmərˈkun kɑbrɑk̚ 

229 bite/gigit ɑsʊk̚ki mɑŋgɑ ˈudi ɑsiˈgeno ɑsiˈgemo kɑrˈbojɑʔ gerbojɑ kɑrˈbojɑʔ kɑrboɣoˈjɑ kɑrˈbojɑh 

230 cough/batuk ɛˈso ɑdimusidi ˈwɑːso wɑˈɣɑso xotʰ xot --no entry-- ɣɔtʰ ɣɔtʰ 

231 no (not)/tidak ˈkɑrɛ kɑrɑ tikiˈdɛjo tikidɛjo xɑiˈkɛrɛ xɑikrɛ --no entry-- kʰɑikʰ xɑi 

232 language/ 

bahasa 
ru ru u u tuˈmɛ tuˈmɛ --no entry-- ˈtumɛʔ tuˈmib 

233 name/nama ɸi nɑˈɸi nɑˈɸi fi ɛˈkɛ ɛˈkɛ --no entry-- ɛˈkɛ ɛˈkɛ 

234 who/siapa monoˈɣɪ gɑˈɸi gutɑmiˈnoːsi meˈnoɣo keˈrɛkʰ ˈkɛrmɑx --no entry-- ˈrekmɑkʰ ɑxkɛrˈmɑh 

235 what/apa mɛˈmɑ̃ itɑˈminɑxe ˈmɛmoɣɑ mɪˈnɑɣɑ kɛrokʰ kerəmbɑkʰ --no entry-- ˈrokombɑkʰ kerəmbɑk̚ 

236 where/ 

di mana 
mɛmɑ̃ ˈriki mɑmɑkidi mɛmɑˈkiri mɑkˈmɑ ˈkiri kɛbˈkɑpe bekape   --no entry-- kebˈkɑpɛʔ kebˈkɑpɛʔ 

237 when/kapan ˈkokɑ posɯ dɛsɯmɑri mɑkɛˈmonɛ bɛkɑˈkɑn bekɑkɑn --no entry-- ˈbekɑkɑn bekɑkɑnɑnɑm 

238 why/kenapa ˈmɛmoɣɪ memoxo gutɑˈmɛmoho mɑkeˈmori kɛrˈkuwɑr kɛrkɛr --no entry-- roˈkɛr ɑxkərkɑːr 

239 how many/ 

berapa 
ˈmendi mɑbi kɑˈmukumɑ kɑˈmuːkumɑ 

kɛbikinden 

ɑˈmɑn 
kɑjɑɣɑmɑ --no entry-- ˈbɛkendenɑmən boɣoˈjo 

 



 

  

APPENDIX E: RULES FOR COGNATE DECISIONS BASED ON SURFACE 

PHONETIC SIMILARITY 

 

Word Length Category I (A) Category II (B) Category III (C) 

Number of phonetic segments 

in the longer of the two words 

being considered: 

Exact C or  

Similar V 

Similar C or  

Other V pairs 

Dissimilar C, or 

C or V with no pair 

Two 2 0 0 

Three 2 1 0 

Four 2 1 1 

Five 3 1 1 

Six 3 2 1 

Seven 4 2 1 

Eight 4 2 2 

Nine 5 2 2 

Ten 5 3 2 

Eleven 6 3 2 

Twelve 6 3 3 

If a given word pair is at least as similar as the numbers in the chart above, it is considered 

cognate.  If it is not, (for example, if a four-segment word pair has only one Category I match) 

the words are not considered cognate. 

Phonetically Similar Consonants (Cat. II) Phonetically Similar Vowels (Cat. I) 

p - b - m i - y - ɪ - ʏ - e - ø - ɛ 
p - b - ɓ - pʰ - pʷ- pʲ - p - b - bʲ - bʲ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɵ - ᴈ 
v – f - ɸ - ɸˁ - β, β - b - m, p - ɸ - ɸˁ e - ø - ɛ - œ - æ 
t - d - n - d̪ - t ̪- n̪ - ʈ - ɗ - tʷ - dʲ - dʷ - c - ɟ i - y - ɪ - ʏ - ɨ - ʉ - ǝ 
t - s, d - z, d - ɾ, s - ɕ, z - ɹ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɯ - u - ʊ 
s ̪- s - sʲ - sˁ - ʃ - z - zˁ - ʒ - - ʝ - ç - - ɕ ɯ - u - ʊ - ɤ - o - ɔ 
t - t͡ʃ, d - d͡ʒ, t͡ʃ - d͡ʒ, z - d͡z ɤ - o - ɔ - ʌ 
c - ɟ - k - ɡ - - ɡ - kʰ - kʷ - ɡʷ - q - qʷ - Ɂ - ɡ - 
ɢ - ɢʷ - ɠ, ɡ͡b - ɡ͡bʷ - ɡ - b 

æ - œ - a - ᴈ - ɐ - ʌ - ɑ - ɒ 

ç - ʝ - x - ɣ - χ - ʁ - ħ - ʕ - ɦ - hʲ  
c - ç, ɟ - ʝ, k - x, g - ɣ, q - χ, ɢ - ʁ  
m - n - n̪ - ɳ - ɲ - ŋ - mʲ - mʷ - nˁ - nʷ - ɴ  
ɾ - r - l - ɭ - ɽ - ɹ - ɽ - ʎ - l ̪- ɾ ̪  
Ɂ - h - Ø  
w - ɥ - j, ʝ - j  
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APPENDIX F: RULES FOR LEXICAL SIMILARITY DECISIONS OF PAPUAN 

WORDLISTS 
 

Word lists the survey teams have elicited in the south coast area indicate that Papuan languages 

in this area are different from Austronesian languages.  So far, they have discovered some 

features of Papuan languages through eliciting sentences informally.  What they have found is 

that the Papuan languages on the south coast have more complicated affixes on verbs and nouns 

than Austronesian languages.  Therefore, the survey team decided to modify the criteria from the 

ones given by Blaire (1990).  However, they tried to follow his principles as well. 

 

Here are the modified rules: 

1. Initial, medial and final glottal stops are sometimes considered as C and sometimes as null.  

Lengthened vowels are sometimes considered as VV, but sometimes as V.  Since it is not 

known if the glottal stop will be interpreted as C and lengthened vowel as VV before work is 

done on the interpretation of syllables in each language, the survey team decided to interpret 

glottal stop as C or null and lengthened vowels as V or VV. 

 

2. Phonetically similar segments, which occur consistently in the same position in several word 

pairs, are grouped together.  For example, in CVC and CV syllables of some languages 

below, if the initial CV is the same, the survey team ignored the final C and grouped them 

together, as in: 

No.  14. ‘he’ [jʊ]  and [juːβ] 
No.108. ‘wind’ [ɸː]   and   [ɸːβ] 

No.  23. ‘flesh’ [nɔ]   and   [nɔːp] 

No.  26. ‘person’ [jæˈnɔʔ]  and  [jænɔːp]   (from Tsaukambo 
No.158. ‘five’ [wæˈjænɔʔ]  and  [wæjæˈnɔːp]  and Korowai) 

 

Awyu and Yaqay have the same features in the nasalized and non-nasalized vowels.  Thus [õ] 
and [ɑ̃] are considered the same as nasalized vowels and velar nasals like [õŋ], [ãŋ]. 

No.  21. ‘blood’ [gõ]  and [gõŋ] 
No.189. ‘know’ [nɐˈɸɐ̃] and [nɑˈfɑŋ]       (from Awyu) 

 

3. Affixes are ignored.  However, affixes (prefixes, infixes, or suffixes) in Papuan languages are 

difficult to identify, especially in verbs, as Papuan languages sometimes have the subject, 

object, tense, or aspect embedded in the verb.  For example, when the words below are 

grouped together, they begin to see what may be interpreted as roots as follows: 

No.196 ‘awaken’ [nɑɣɑˈfi nu] 
   [nɑ    niˈnũ] 

[ne     fi nu] 
[ˈnɐɣɐˈɸinɐ] 
[dɪ      ɸinu]  (from Awyu) 
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4. Affricates [t͡s, d͡ʒ, d͡z] and modifications [ b, dʲ] can be considered as one segment. 

 

5. Diphthongs can be considered two segments or one segment, depending on the comparison 

being made. 

 

6. In phrases, the most similar words are compared.  This generally occurs with numbers, 

prepositional adverbs, adjectives and interrogative pronouns, as follows: 

No.174. ‘bad’ [jɐmɐ] 
   [jɑmɑh] 
   [jɑˈmɑ nepʰ] 
   [jɑmam bɛk]  (from Yaqay) 

 

In addition, words that look like compounds, especially nouns and pronouns, are grouped 

together, even if lexically they do not match exactly. 

No.  2. ‘hair’ [xɑbɑjoŋ] 
   [hɐbɐjõ] 
   [xɐbɐjoŋ] 
   [jõŋ]   (from Awyu ) 

7. The following segments are considered exact matches; [u] = [w] and [i] = [j]: 

 

8. Consistent sound change or sound shift, which occurs in some languages, are considered 

exact matches as follows: 

In the Awyu language, [f] and [ɸ], [j] and [d͡ʒ] are the same. 

No.  233. ‘name’ [fi]  and   [ɸi] 
 

In Yaqay, [kʰ] and [x] are the same. 

No.  142. ‘cold’ [kox]  and   [kokʰ] 

 

In Kombai language, sounds [r] and [s] are exactly the same. 

No.  24. ‘urine’ [iri]  and   [isi] 
No.  95. ‘rattan’ [ri]  and   [si] 
 

9. Unreleased consonants, accents and nasalization on vowels are ignored 
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